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derive. 4.) To look at something carefully so as to
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New York City Hall

Architecture and
Civic Authority

Barbara B. Mooney Nestled among the highrises of Manhattan's modern

financial district lies the delicate and graceful New

York City Hall, which has served as the official

seat of civic authority for 174 years (Fig. 1).'

Designed by Joseph-Francois Mangin and John

McComb, Jr., and constructed from 1803 to 1812,

the City Hall provides a significant model of how

public architecture can express the practical, sym-

bolic, and ceremonial demands of its age.^ The

relationship between form and meaning established

at the City Hall reflects the functional and legal

organization of a specific form of local government.

Moreover, the scale, planning principles, and sym-

bolic content of the building signaled a culmination

of earlier developments in American civic archi-

tecture and set a historic precedent for later Amer-

ican city halls.

An examination of the political history of New
York City and the antecedents of the present City

Hall indicates that Mangin and McComb 's building

was designed as a direct response to a type of local

government which had evolved since the city's

founding. At the time the building was constructed.

New York City was recognized as the paramount

urban community in the United States.^ The reasons

for the city's rapid recovery after the Revolution

include its geographic, demographic, political, and

mercantile advantages.^ However, another major

factor in its growth was the form of government

it had inherited from the colonial period. The first

charter of incorporation, granted by the Dutch

States General in 1653, was modeled after local

government in the Netherlands.'^ In its basic out-

lines, the charter permitted male freeholders and

freemen the right to nominate, but not to elect

local officials, and gave the citizens of New Am-

sterdam a measure of participation in local judicial

affairs and ordinances. When the English took

control of the city in 1665, they anglicized local

government, but maintained its earlier character.
**

A new charter, granted by Governor Dongan in

1686, provided for a corporation called a Co

Council, consisting of an appointed mayor and

elected alderman and assistant aldermen.' The

Common Council enacted ordinances and regu-

lated municipal needs such as markets, commodity

prices, and street maintenance. The mayor and

aldermen alone also acted as a criminal and civil

judicial panel known as the Mayor's Court. With

the exception of taxation, all local affairs were

handled by this city corporation, rather than di-

vided among various independent commissions, as

was more common in English boroughs and other

American communities. Of key importance was

the fact that aldermen and assistant aldermen were

elected by the citizens of the city, hence this type

of government is known as an open corporation.

Even after the post-war charter was granted to the

city in 1777, this mode of governance remained

in effect, until 1834 when the office of mayor

became an elected rather than appointed position.'

Compared to other colonial communities, the gov-

ernment of New York City was both representative

and comprehensive. All major municipal powers

were exercised by a single legislative, judicial, and

administrative body.

This colonial tradition of strong local government

was paralleled in the architecture of New York

City's early town halls. The first building to be

utilized as a city hall had been built in 1641 by

the Dutch West India Company as a city tavern

and inn for visiting merchants (Fig. 2).' After

receiving its charter in 1653, the city purchased

the tavern, remodeled it and, as a city hall, it

became the first seat of municipal authority in

North America. Provincial government, on the

other hand, was located in the fort at the southern

tip of Manhattan. The appearance of the first city

hall has been reconstructed from several 17th-

century topographic views, municipal records, and

recent excavation data. It was a two-story brick

structure, with large cross-frame windows typical



1. New York, City Hall, Jo-

seph-Francois Mangin and

John McComb, Jr, 1803-

1812. (Author)

from 1699 to 1704 (Fig. 3).'° Our only knowledge

of the second city hall comes from the minutes of

the Common Council, two descriptions of the mid-

18th century, and a drawing made by David Grim

in 1818 from his memory of the building's ap-

pearance in 1745. Evetts's H-shaped building had

two principal stories and measured 92 feet long

with wings 52 feet deep. Its foundation was made

of stone from the ruined palisade along Wall Street

and the upper walls were constructed of brick.

Because of its size, the building accommodated a

number of local and provincial government agen-

cies, but unlike its predecessor, the second city hall

physically differentiated these functions. All the

meeting rooms, however, remained on the second

floor, including the chamber of the Common Coun-

cil which was located in the southwest corner The

Common Council Chamber was furnished with an

oval table and also served as the site of the Mayor's

Court. In addition, during convocations of the

colonial assembly, this room functioned as the

Governor's Council Chamber The provincial Su-

preme Court, which utilized a traditional English

of Dutch fenestration. Its dimensions were approx-

imately 43 feet long by 29 feet deep, but unlike

most Dutch residences, the longer facade was ori-

ented to the street. The remodeling by city au-

thorities after 1653 entailed the addition of a

belfry — a standard feature of European town halls;

the decoration of the glazing with heraldic motifs;

and the removal of sleeping room partitions on the

upper level. With the elimination of non-structural

walls, the entire second floor could be utihzed for

all sessions of the municipal authorities. Thus, there

was no architectural differentiation between the

various judicial, legislative, or administrative func-

tions of the local government. After 1680, the

Supreme Court of the colony also began to meet

here. However, because of structural decay of the

city hall in the later 17th century, the members of

the Supreme Court, fearing for their lives, refused

to enter the building and thus compelled the city

to construct a new facility.

New York City's second city hall was designed by

James Evetts, City Surveyor, and was constructed



2. New York City, First

City Hall, 1653. Nine-

teenth-century drawing by

J. C Brevoort, based on the

17th-century Labadist View

of New York. The Breevort

drawing fails to depict ac-

curately the Dutch cross-

frame windows of the first

city hall and gives the er-

roneous impression of four

instead of two prinipal sto-

ries. (Eno Collection, The

New York Public Library,

Astor, Lenox, and Tilden

Foundations)

3 New York, Second City

Hall, James Evetts, 1699-

1704. Drawings made by

David Grim in 1818. (The

New-York Historical Soci-

ety, New York)

4. Williamsburg, Capitol,

1701-1704. Second floor plan

of reconstructed building.

(The plan of the recon-

structed Capitol of Wil-

liamsburg is reproduced

from Marcus Whiffen's The

Public Buildings of Wil-

liamsburg, published by Co-

lonial Williamsburg.)

5 .New York, Federal Hall,

Pierre Charles L'Enfant,

1788. Drawing by Cornelius

Tiebout, c. 1791. (The New-

York Historical Society, New
York)



6. New York, City Hall,

Mangin and McComb.
Competition entry of 1802.

(The New-York Historical

Society, New York)

7. New York, City Hall,

Mangin and McComb, 1803-

1812. W. G. Wall's engrav-

ing of 1826. (I. N. Phelps

Stokes Collection, The New
York Public Library, Astor,

Lenox, and Tilden Foun-

dations)

8. New York, City Hall,

Mangin and McComb, 1803-

1812. Schematic plan offirst

floor Key: 1 -mayor's office,

2-rotunda. (Author, after

May, "The New York City

Hall")

9. New York, City Hall,

Mangin and McComb, 1803-

1812. Schematic plan of sec-

ond floor Key: 3-Governor's

Room, 4-courtroom, 5-Com-

mon Council Chamber (Au-

thor, after May, "The New
York City Hall")



10. New York, City Hall,

Mangin and McComb, 1803-

1812. Mayor's office. (Au-

thor)

11. New York, City Hall,

Mangin and McComb, 1803-

1812. Rotunda. (Author)



12. New York, City Hall,

Mangin and McComb, 1803-

1812. Rotunda. (Author)



13. Engraving depicting

obsequies held for President

Lincoln in the rotunda of

the Mew York City Hall,

April, 1865. (D. T. Valentine,

Obsequies of Abraham Lin-

coln in the City of New York,

1866)

The first notable feature of the third city hall was

its size, which as built measures about 211 feet and

7 inches by 106 feet and 6 inches in plan. Even

though the original project design had been re-

duced during construction by the elimination of

rear wings, the third city hall was substantially

larger than town halls in other cities, and was over

four times as large as the second city hall in New
York. Also notable was the building material. In-

stead of brick, Stockbridge marble was used for

three facades and brownstone for the rear eleva-

tion.''

The general arrangement of rooms conformed to

earlier city halls in that the most architecturally

significant spaces were located on the second floor;

this was the common practice in European gov-

ernment buildings as well as American town halls

(Figs. 8 and 9). The first floor was composed

primarily of spaces for officers such as the mayor,

registrar, recorder, and court clerks. The mayor's

office (Fig. 10) was located on the first floor because

his status as an individual and appointed officer

was less important than his role as executive of the

Common Council, a body which was accommo-

dated in a more pretentious room immediately

above.

The domed rotunda with its famous hanging stair

was the most imposing space on the first level

(Figs. 11 and 12). The interior elevation of the

rotunda consisted of a double return stair on the

first level; a colonnade of ten Corinthian columns

on the second level; and above, a coffered dome

ornamented with rosettes and finally an oculus.

The dome was located immediately to the north

of the cupola and was not visible from the street.

In practical terms the dome served as an entry

vestibule for circulation and access to the second

floor Yet its more vital purpose was aesthetic and

ceremonial. It had no precedent in earlier American

town halls, but rather should be associated with

the large entrance halls of contemporary state-

houses. Like the rotunda of the United States

Capitol, that of the New York City Hall also

functioned as the site of the laying-in-state of

important civic and national men of prominence.

During the 19th century, the biers of several may-

ors, literary figures, as well as Presidents Lincoln

and Grant were placed in the rotunda while the

public circulated up and around the double stair-

way (Fig. 13)."^

Upon ascending the double stair in the rotunda,

one was confronted with another ceremonial space,

the Governor's Room (Fig. 14). This simple rec-

tangular room was located in the center of the

exterior facade and had windows opening onto the

balcony of the entrance portico, an arrangement

suggestive of a window of appearance, another

frequent motif of town hall architecture." The

Governor's Room was the ceremonial residence of

the governor while in New York City, and it was

here that John Trumbull's portraits of George

Washington and the first post-Revolutionary gov-

ernor, George Clinton, were hung.^" The presence

of these portraits and the prominent location of

the Governor's Room on the second floor is indic-

ative of the position of the governor relative to

city government. It was the state which granted

the city its 1777 charter and it was the governor

who appointed the mayor^ The Governor's Room
made a symbolic statement of the origin and

legitimate succession of civic authority in New
York City.

Continuing on the second floor, the original Court

of Sessions was located in the northwest corner

(Fig. 15). This large rectangular space was covered

with a shallow segmental barrel vault and was

articulated at each end by a columnar screen

supporting an arcuated lintel. In addition, the

western recess contained an elaborate canopy over

the judge s chair The room s detailing was drawn

from 18th-century English architectural treatises,

and the general basilican plan as applied to a

judicial function can be found in several other

colonial courtrooms.'''



The original Common Council room was located

immediately to the south of the Court of Sessions

(Fig. 16). The chamber was square in plan and

had eight engaged Corinthian columns supporting

a shallow Adamesque dome. At one end, separated

by a railing, was a narrow viewers' gallery, while

opposite was another ceremonial canopy over the

chair of the mayor, who here was acting as the

presiding officer of the Council. The ceremonial

quality of the chamber is substantiated further by

a 1789 description of the inauguration of a mayor.

Implying an almost monarchial spirit for the in-

vestiture procedure, the minutes of the Common
Council state that the new mayor "came into the

Common Council Chamber and was conducted

and placed in the Mayor's Chair" by his prede-

cessor." Because of its rich detailing and centralized

spatial treatment, the Common Council Chamber

was one of the most important rooms in the City

Hall and appropriately underlined the position of

this body as the highest municipal authority in

New York City's government.

At this point it should be noted that throughout

the City Hall, Mangin and McComb employed

forms which may be traced in their origins to

ancient architecture, in particular, the dome, can-

opy, and basilican plan. The use of these classical

forms, as well as the smaller ornamental motifs in

the City Hall, should, of course, be seen as part of

the renewal of interest in antiquity that character-

ized 18th-century architecture."" However, one

might also interpret the presence of these classical

featu a symbolic context.

The domed vestibule of the City Hall, for instance,

may be seen as representing the canopy of heaven

and, hence, serves to glorify the activities enclosed

therein.^" The metaphorical meaning of the dome

has been applied to ancient Roman palace vesti-

bules, for example at Hadrian's Palace at Tivoli

and at Diocletian's Palace at Split, where the dome

signals a physical and spiritual transition from the

earthly world to the more sacred realm of the

emperor. The concept of the dome as a canopy of

heaven has been noted frequently in relation to

the Roman Pantheon as well. Similar to the original

design of the Pantheon dome, that in New York is

articulated with coffers containing rosettes, which

intensify the allusion to the heavens (Fig. 12). The

symbolic connotations of New York City Hall's

vestibule are not unique in the late-18th century;

the same interpretation can be argued for the

Rotunda of the United States Capitol.

The canopy over the mayor's chair in the Common
Council Chamber is another visual image of glor-

ification. Although traditionally associated with

religious architecture, the canopy, or baldacchino,

derives ultimately from Roman Imperial architec-

ture, where it was used to glorify the ruler. In a

late Roman ivory in the Museo Nazionale in Flor-

ence, the Empress Ariadne is depicted under such

a canopy."' There are also contemporary instances

of the use of the canopy in a secular setting, for

example, that in the House of Lords at Westminster,

14. New York, City Hall,

Mangin and McComb, 1803-

1812. Governor's Room.

(Author)



15. New York, City Hall,

Mangin and McComb, 1803-

1812. Courtroom. (Architec-

tural Record)

16. New York, City Hall,

Mangin and McComb, 1803-

1812. Common Council

Chamber Drawing by

Charles Burton, 1830. (The

New-York Historical Soci-

ety, New York)

the Senate Chamber in L'Enfant's Federal Hall,

and Latrobe's Senate Chamber of the United States

Capitol."

The arcuated lintel has similar symbolic associa-

tions. Like the canopy and dome, the arched motif

suggests divine approbation of the figure beneath.

The arcuated lintel at Diocletian's Palace at Split

has been understood in just this manner, since it

was under that place that the emperor made

ceremonial appearances before his court. '^ So too

one can interpret the architectural imagery of the

Missorium of Theodosius, now in the Academia de

Historia, Madrid. On this silver dish the emperor

is represented below an arcuated lintel.*' In New
York, this feature appears over the judge's bench

in the Court of Sessions, and drawings from the

New-York Historical Society reveal that similar

forms were intended for the other courtrooms in

the City Hall as well.'^

The relationship of the basilican plan to a judicial

function also reflects Roman practice. Roman courts

of law traditionally were housed in basilicas, and

the arrangement of the tribunal within the apse

was described by Vitruvius in his Ten Books of

Architecture.'^'^ In America, the basilican plan made
its earliest appearance at the General Courtroom
at Williamsburg, which provided a model for the

18th-century courtroom in Edenton, North Caro-

lina, that of Chester, Pennsylvania, as well as other

examples in Virginia.*

Seen from a historical perspective, the classical

forms employed in the New York City Hall function

in far more than a decorative capacity. Rather than

attempting to invent a completely novel architec-

tural vocabulary to express republican government,

the architects relied on recognizable and accepted

symbols of authority in order to convey a sense of

legitimacy and power

With the construction of the third and present City

Hall, local government architecture achieved a new

level of importance in terms of both scale and

articulation. At the City Hall, the forms employed

in planning and design express specific government

functions and define the status and role of the

mayor. Common Council, and governor The con-

ception of the third City Hall as a mirror of civic

authority becomes clearer when compared to the

town halls of several other major cities. In contrast

to New York City, local government in other

colonial communities was decentralized, even

though the increase in urban population during

the 18th century put greater pressure on cities to

provide more municipal services.

In Boston, local government had the form of a

town meeting, established by the General Court of

the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1630.'" All male

citizens of the town were allowed a voice in local

affairs, while daily business was conducted by nine

selectmen elected at town meetings for yearly terms

of office. This type of government was supremely

democratic and has become a symbol of American

civil liberty, but it lacked effective executive au-

thority. Despite several earlier attempts to address

this problem, Boston was not incorporated until

1822 when the number of eligible voters and

municipal services became too large to make the

town meeting type of government feasible. In that

year Boston adopted the open corporation form of

government.

In the 17th century, Boston town meetings were

held in religious meetinghouses until 1657 when

the citizens, with the aid of a generous legacy of

Captain Robert Keayne, erected the first town hall

(Fig. 17).'* This building, which measured about

66 by 36 feet in plan, followed the conventions of

European town hall planning and had a market

on the ground level and a public meeting space

on the upper level. The Boston town hall was built

of wood with projecting overhangs and contained

at least two rooms on the second floor that were

utilized by the General Court, the town govern-

ment, a public library, and an armory.



17. Boston, First Town

Hall, 1657. Reconstruction

drawing by C. A. Lawrence.

(Bostonian Society)

18. Boston, Second Town

Hall, 1712. (S. A. Drake, Old

Landmarks and Historical

Personages of Boston, 1906)

19. Philadelphia, First City

Hall, 1707. (The Historical

Society of Pennsylvania)

The TovMi House.

Boston's first town hall was destroyed by fire in

1711 and was replaced the following year on the

same site by a second town hall of approximately

the same size, which has come to be known as the

Old State House (Fig. 18).™ Although this new

structure was built of brick in a Georgian style, it

continued the traditional arrangement of commer-

cial facility on the lower level and meeting rooms

for provincial and town governments on the second

level. Town meetings were moved to the second

floor of John Smibert's Faneuil Hall upon comple-

tion of that structure in 1742, and again local

government was associated physically with a public

market. Furthermore, the second floor of Faneuil

Hall was used not only for town meetings but for

public lectures and concerts. The small offices of

local government were divided between Faneuil

Hall and the second Town Hall until 1830 when

the latter was remodeled by Isaiah Rogers and

officially designated the City Hall. Boston govern-

ment finally vacated these venerable colonial build-

ings in the mid- 19th century and moved into a

new City Hall in 1865, designed by Gridley J. Fox

Bryant and Arthur D. Oilman in the Second Empire

style.'"'

Philadelphia's charter, granted in 1701, established

a closed corporation; that is, the Common Council

selected its own successors."' This self-perpetuating

body was composed of wealthy merchants whose

personal interests could be furthered at the expense

of the city at large, and who frequently chose to

ignore the problems associated with urban growth.

To circumvent the ineffectual nature of the closed

corporation, the colonial legislature of Pennsylvania

later established independent elected commissions,

each charged with a particular municipal function.

This type of local government, consisting of a

closed corporation and independent commissions,

was similar to most English borough governments;

it proved adequate until 1789 when Philadelphia

was granted a new city charter, which followed

New York City's open corporation type.

Government in Philadelphia met initially in private

homes, public inns, and the meetinghouses of the

Society of Friends."^ In 1707 the city erected its

first city hall, which was constructed of brick and

continued the traditional combination of market

and government (Fig. 19).*' Public meeting rooms

on the second floor were used by both the city

corporation and by the colonial legislature, until

1735 when provincial government moved into the

new state house, designed by Andrew Hamilton

and known today as Independence Hall. Local

government remained in the first city hall until the

completion of a new facility in 1791, located to

the east of the state house (Fig. 20)." This second

city hall, which measures about 51 by 66 feet in

plan, was constructed to mirror the exterior design

of the county courthouse built in 1787 to the west

of the state house. Thus the finished composition,

consisting of city hall, state house, and courthouse,

visually maintained the unity of provincial and

local government.

f:.

^?^*.fe^^i^l^^-^t.^



20. Philadelphia, State

House with city hall on far

left, county courthouse on

far right. (Print and Picture

Department, The Free Li-

brary of Philadelphia)
>!<iilJ|IH
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In Philadelphia's second city hall, the commercial

market function was eliminated and the interior

was designed specifically for the needs of municipal

government, including the mayor's court and the

meeting chamber of the Common Council.*"^ These

two functions were accommodated on the first and

second floors respectively in rooms which, by virtue

of the projecting bays on the southern side, denote

a basilican plan.

During the last decade of the 18th century, the

legislative branch of local government in Phila-

delphia became bicameral. The city hall was re-

modeled to accommodate the meetings of the

higher chamber, known as the Select Council. The

modification involved the enclosure of a second

floor room with a semicircular partition creating a

more curvilinear and centralized space (Fig. 21).

This kind of architectural articulation antedated

the New York City Common Council chamber by

almost a decade, and as noted previously, appeared

earliest at the Governor's Council Chamber in

Williamsburg. After the capital of Pennsylvania

was removed from Philadelphia, the city purchased

the whole of the Independence Hall group in 1818

and utilized the complex until the completion of

John J. McArthur, Jr.'s monumental City Hall on

Penn Square in the late 19th century,'"

Charleston, the largest city south of Philadelphia,

had an even more decentralized form of local

government.'" It had no municipal charter until

1783. Several proposals for incorporation were put

forth in the 18th century, but local merchants and

21. Philadelphia, Second

City Hall, 1791. Plan of sec-

ond floor (Independence Na-

tional Historical Park Collec-

tion)

anti-British sentiment made all such efforts unsuc-

cessful. Prior to 1783, municipal functions in

Charleston were conducted by church vestries and

special commissions established by the colonial

assembly The vestry which met at St. Philip's

church was responsible for the care of the indigent,

while separate commissions dealt with fortifications,

roads, and fire protection. Initially these groups

were chosen by the colonial assembly, but by the

mid- 18th century they became elective. When

Charleston was granted its first charter in 1783, it

adopted the open corporation type of local gov-

ernment.

Because of the hybrid nature of Charleston's co-

lonial government the city had no single official

locus of local government. In 1818 the city pur-

chased the defunct Bank of the United States,

constructed seventeen years earlier by Gabriel Man-

igault (Fig. 22). Hence, Charleston's first and pres-

ent City Hall was designed not for municipal

functions but as a financial institution.'"

In light of this brief comparison, one can deduce

both political and architectural trends, and the role

of New York City in this evolution. In pohtical

terms, American municipal history was marked by

an increase in the number of regulatory and ad-

ministrative responsibilities and by the adoption of

the open corporation type of local government.

In an architectural context, the development of

American town halls in the 18th century was

characterized by progressive complexity of plan-

ning and a more narrow definition of spatial func-

tion." As the scope of municipal government grew,

so too was there a gradual increase in the size of

town halls, an increase in the number of interior

spaces, and a greater ornamental articulation of

those spaces. As individual rooms became differ-

entiated and designated for the exclusive use of

specific government bodies, other functions, such

as the public market and state government facilities,

were eventually separated from town halls.

New York City's place in this evolution is of singular



importance. During the colonial period. New York

City was distinguished by its open corporation type

of government, a type which was adopted by other

major cities only after the Revolution. From an

early time New York City provided not only a

focus of municipal activity, but one which elimi-

nated the public market function typical of most

European and American town halls.

The New York City Hall of Mangin and McComb
signaled the consummation of 18th-century devel-

opments in town hall architecture. First, through

its monumentality, building material, and decora-

tive refinement, the City Hall demonstrates the

role of local government as a significant force in

the life of the city. Second, in its specificity of

planning and differentiation of function, it reveals

the increasing complexity of municipal govern-

ment. Finally, by its symbolic architectural vocab-

ulary, the City Hall defines the status and hierarchy

of the individual components of municipal power

As such, the New York City Hall becomes a

definitive expression of civic authority and repre-

sents a vital achievement in the history of American

governmental architecture.

Notes

1 This article is a revised version of a paper I

presented at the 1985 annual meeting of the

Society of Architectural Historians in Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania. For their advice and crit-

icism, I am indebted to Professors Walter Creese,

Richard Betts, and Robert Ousterhout. I am
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Infill Housing:

The Forum for Negotiation

Ken Lambla The air is quite thick these days with talk about

"affordable housing," "redevelopment," "partici-

pation," "small area planning," ad nauseum. Con-

textural architecture and regional vernacular have

come to the forefront of the intellectual arena with

the concomittant search for context as idiosyncratic

as ever. The verbal machinations have even gone

so far as to make us believe that to find context is

something architects have discovered recently. Stu-

dents are led to believe that by "attaching" their

designs to the neighboring mass, or color scheme,

or presumed typological root, that they have per-

formed adequately.

The purpose of this essay is to use the architecture

of infill housing as a prop for discourse on urban

dwelling. Vacant land, principally within existing

neighborhoods, acts as provocation. When a vacant

lot, or lots, within a neighborhood is sited, pack-

aged, optioned, or created by buying out the turf

from under the current residents, the term "com-

patibility" is often bandied about to convince us

that the new housing will fit — and we will like

it! But will we?

Provocation

This compatibility is elusive and demands more

rigorous attention to the various arenas being pro-

voked. First, provocation is most important as a

conceptual instrument. Modification within an ex-

isting fabric heightens the conflict between the

search for belonging to a tradition, culture, or

place, and the tabula rasa, which searches for the

new beginning, an isolated object, and infinitely

and indifferently divisible space. The former pro-

vokes discussion of continuities, existing relation-

ships, and the process of design. The latter seeks

bonds, a formal shorthand, and reason.

Using the Dutch experience as an example, we see

an analogy. Vacant land can be seen as the oppor-

tunity to make order through systematically struc-

tured compositions (i.e., van Eyck, Hertzberger,

Piet Blom, Jaap Bakema); while, simultaneously,

one risks missing the episodes, or fragments shaped

autonomously and then arranged (i.e., Soeters,

Koolhaas). In both camps is the urge to proclaim

the use- or response-potential of a form — the now-

cliched "personalization" or "in-between."

Second, use and response provokes a search for an

identity appropriate in design terms. From medi-

eval cities and bastiles we inherited an attitude

about "organic form" which permitted a functional

architecture, an expandible city, and regional var-

iation — the now popular vernacular. This identity,

however, was the result of negotiations between

owners, builders, and citizens' committees who

were responsible for streets during the Renaissance.

Spiro Kostof considers this in his essay "His Majesty

the Pick: The Aesthetics of Demolition."

An owner could also barter privately for

public land in order to adjust the shape of

a block, to alter the alignment of neighboring

facades, or even to change the width and

direction of a street. That is the way — not

through any great Renaissance master plan —
that we get the great rectangular blocks of

the Palazzo Farnese with its front piazza,

and that is the way in which, through a

matter of three centuries, the medieval fabric

of the City of Rome, which is basically

composed of two- or three-story single-family

dwellings, slowly began to congeal, consoli-

date and enlarge itself into apartment blocks.

It was, in fact, this piecemeal way of chang-

ing the fabric of the city that was most

crucial to the Renaissance and the Baroque

rather than those great gestures that we like

to talk about, (p. 38)

Infill housing is one such confrontation within this

story of non-coincidences, or relationships which



cannot be described by unitary gestures. Infill is

thus viewed as a kind of delayed or silent modi-

fication of the specific present in search of a new

identity Its negotiation is a matter of collective

patrimony.

Third, the city, its economic traditions, and its

housing geography provoke involvement with the

time-honored continuum first, and the politics sec-

ond. The city is a scene of power, and architecture

remains background — a setting, which is subor-

dinate, distant, and viewed as an aggregate expe-

rience. Developers of housing, including govern-

mental or quasi-governmental bodies, can no longer

assume that any housing built is a favor to those

housed. Although Catherine Bauer and Edith El-

mer Wood attempted to link the provision of

housing with social argument for city planning,

Peter Marcuse is critical of its result:

of affordability, adjacent uses, and social segrega-

tion. These are not constant, however. Changes in

residential areas of our cities are inevitable. Very

rarely does the cycle of housing development halt

after initial occupancy. Population changes, general

city planning processes, structural deterioration,

and rational economic inconsistencies all affect the

form of residential districts.

Several qualities of housing areas give us the frame-

work for both evaluation and negotiation: the

distinction between urban and rural models of

housing, the impact of land use succession, and the

notion of individual versus collective forums.

Throughout this review, however, one aspect of

urban housing maintains primacy: the single struc-

ture on an open lot remains not only the most

sought-after form of dwelling, but the most adapt-

able, expandable, and resilient of all forms.

The concerns that in fact dictated the evo-

lution of housing and planning policy in the

United States revolved more around the

avoidance of gross dangers to public health

and safety, the quieting of political and social

turbulence, and the enhancement of real

estate values than they do around any con-

cern for the conditions of the ill-housed.

When the first two of these — dangers to

public health and political stability — ap-

peared pressing, then talk of housing reform

took center stage; when objective conditions

changed and these dangers receded, more

private concerns channeled the energies of

established leaders of the planning move-

ment into more conservative channels. Hous-

ing, and the controversies into which real

concerns for the ill-housed inevitably led,

thus became divorced from planning as soon

as property would allow. It is a pattern which

perhaps has not changed so much from that

day to this. (p. 173)

It is indeed still true today But how do we channel

these provocations into useful dialogue and con-

temporary negotiation?

Structure

Urban housing incites a small nervous reaction

from architects today, not just because much of

the concern over housing has to do with people

rather than buildings, but because the architecture

of dwelling brings forth the very personal question

of control. Does one's house control the inhabitant

or is every house a person's castle? This question

is even more difficult in urban settings since there

usually exists a strong collective influence, some-

times just in terms of location, but also in terms

A distinction must be made between urban and

rural housing types. This distinction, however, is

not dependent exclusively upon geographic refer-

ence, but also on the relative application of an

ideal in the history of a place. There exists a history

of two principal urban house types — the row and

court arrangements — with mention given to the

recent phenomenon of high-rise structures. Even

early reform housing — the perimeter and apart-

ment blocks — and modern leilenhau systems took

their cue from attitudes about courtyards as open

space and continuous rows of facades (providing

equitable access to the ground) in their design. The

earliest of the court-type houses were found in a

number of Harappa cities (2150 to 1750 B.C.) along

the Ganges and the Indus Rivers. A review of this

agglomeration of houses of different sizes permits

the assumption of a mixed social structure — a

collective identity.

The emergence during the Middle Ages of a direct

link between house ownership and the rights of

the citizen gave rise to another form of housing in

addition to the shared house: the terraced house

on a small plot of land. In the terraced house its

position on the street, the number of stories and

width, the building material and decor were all

indicators of the social privileges of the individuals.

In America this form was easily applied to the

omnipresent grid, was built quickly and at a high

density to accommodate the influx of immigrants,

and fostered the "classless" society advertised.

These urban residential models, the court- and

row-houses, were representative of a clear Euro-

pean precedent for collective urban dwelling. This

is strongly evidenced today in such port cities as

Boston, Chicago, Savannah, and San Francisco.



However, a rural model based on an individual,

not collective, ideal dominates the history of set-

tlement in the United States, The most conspicuous

theme was privacy, and although double-houses

were built, these were recognized as being for

families in transit who would go on to their own

private dwellings in the future. The single building

represented personal independence, family pride

and self-sufficiency, a democratic freedom of choice,

and healthy private enterprise. This rural model

had, in fact, taken over the urban environs of many

American cities between 1870 and 1910, first in

downtown dwellings, then in the walkable periph-

ery, and finally in the streetcar suburbs. Following

World War II, however, the single dwelling occu-

pied valuable land and its very isolated character

proved too vulnerable.

This predominant rural model now stands in con-

flict with the contemporary need to economize city

services, provide increased housing close to em-

ployment centers, and conserve energy through

greater agglomeration of residences. The natural

succession of land use is no longer simply a matter

of private entrepreneurial arrangement, or even

zoning assignment. One must keep the character-

istics of the previous model in mind, in this case

adaptability of these single structures on an open

lot, when considering appropriate filling-in tech-

niques. It is equally important to recognize that

various benefits may accrue to the neighborhood

through replacement by an urban model where

the former rural model existed. But changes must

be made sensitively. A row house cannot simply

replace a Victorian. A courtyard usually requires

a rather wide lot. Yet the transition is almost

inevitable, by the inflation of land values alone.

Designing compatible housing depends on respect

for the old pattern while initiating a new one. The

form usually confronts this conflict between collec-

tive versus individual identities.

Location

If you look closely, infill housing is quite old and

land use succession takes on many guises: conver-

sion, gentrification, redevelopment, public policy,

and so on. Architectural decisions are dependent

upon an assessment of vacant land being part of a

community with a distinct social environment, the

placement of value on city living, and the use of

models of land economics. During the 1960s and

1970s through direct or secondary effects of urban

renewal, code enforcement programs. Turnkey Act

constructions, and scattered-site directives, the stage

was set in many cities for a massive test of potential

for social integration. By avoiding the concentration

of publicly-assisted residents it was assumed that

the values of the pre-existing neighbors would be

assimilated.

In a study of the results of these public housing

efforts in Oakland, California, reports of overbuild-

ing on vacant lots appeared consistently; some of

the overbuilding occurred for reasons of policy,

some for profit. Using the worst aspects of "mod-

ern" apartment styles of the 1950s at increased

allowable planning densities, gross incongruities in

the residential fabric resulted. Parking ratios ap-

plied to increased allowable densities resulted in

massive structures with little or no usable ground-

level open space. Such space was the principal

characteristic embodied in the "model" home and

arguably the physical motivation for scattered sites.

Spot increases in density by subsidized occupants

showed an increase in adjacent vacant land parcels

and abandoned housing.

The observed effects of this building on the im-

mediate neighborhood were drastic. There were

reports of crowding, a lack of children's play spaces

and adult social spaces, no opportunities for per-

sonalization, and generally poor characteristics of

livability. These problems are usually blamed on

excessive densities, but are more directly rooted in

building and site design.

Economic theories also support this multifarious

analysis. Social economists define the main utility

of urban land as a site for human activities with

its valued characteristics communally produced

and its disposition guided by collective interests.

Choice and constraint, exercised through charac-

teristics of location and distance from an urban

center, provide key indicators of how value is

assigned to vacant parcels. Land conversion as the

principle creator of vacancies can also be useful in

evaluating the real existence of areas of transition.

And lastly, the demand for lots and urban housing

related to assessment of existing density, lot size,

and land value is important in projecting the

potential of urban land.

Thus, housing geography and neighborhood change

present a challenge to defining design compatibility

not only in terms of visual "fit," but also by

standards of livability and a succession of land uses.

Negotiation is not simply passive understanding of

the use and response to form. It is often a com-

petitive and fierce battle.

Compatibility

It should be clear by now that architectural history

regards any action within the city as an expression

of values. Individual and collective exchanges dom-

inate architecture. Any building serves to introduce

the viewer/user/ occupant to the past and future



simultaneously. Participation in this continuum im-

plies temporary withholding and appropriation of

space. It also implies, often naively, that there is a

choice, and a will to exercise it. There has been,

since Rockefeller Center was built in 1940, a retreat

to the "public realm" for the provision of public

space. Private building now rarely values open

space beyond the requirement dictated by ordi-

nance. In housing we once maintained clear images

of what the house was, where it stood, and who

belonged to it. We are now faced with anonymity

caused by neglecl of these collective interests. As

much as we praise housing designs of the 1930s

for their formalist simplicity, we too easily forget

their functionalist origins calculated by the likes of

Henry Wright, Clarence Stein, Carol Aronovici,

and Frederick Ackerman. They based evaluations

of housing design on form, use, and economy, never

losing a realistic attitude toward community space

in non-monumental terms.

ment by an upwardly-mobile occupant, and realtor

buy-out. Both problems are related to the process

of speculative housing.

Second, there is under-development. With risk

cited most frequently as the reason for minimal

housing development in unstable or transitional

neighborhoods, cities have promoted housing de-

velopment by giving away land held by redevel-

opment, renewal, or transportation departments.

This strategy allows developers to build (hat which

is least risky and most desirable to local middle-

or lower-income residents — single-family housing

on open lots (increasingly in the form of manufac-

tured units). Labeling these "underdevelopment"

comes as a reaction to the incongruity these solu-

tions present within the urban fabric: the false

economic justification, the ecological impropriety,

and the missed social opportunity for collective

participation.

Infill housing combines these same pragmatic con-

cerns for the provision of shelter with representa-

tional platforms regarding appropriation. The value

of infill housing is to contribute to the community,

to provide the setting for collective action, and to

allow for continued social change.

Compatibility has been used as a measure of ef-

fectiveness and acceptance. Architectural conge-

niality is another expression. A compatible solution

is one in which the occupants can know the general

framework (i.e., market, economics, parking, etc.)

and discover the details. Compatibility implies

complementarity, not contrast. It instills a sense of

continuity, gradual and perpetual growth.

In an evolutionary sense, infill housing comple-

ments current public attitudes about historic pres-

ervation, growth from within, neighborhood re-

generation, security, and family. The idea presents

alternatives to the destructive methods of the past

three decades. It is not revolutionary, however,

particularly when one keeps in mind the arenas

provoked by its construction. However, the current

market's response to the demand for infill housing

presents three distinct ways which point toward

continued incompatibility.

First, there is over-development. Whether high

density is caused by the overzealous developer and

zoning inappropriateness, or by the fact that de-

sirable sites occupy the narrowest band within the

vacant land continuum, overdevelopment produces

detrimental community effects. The former often

initiates a series of problems related to inadequate

play spaces, family stress, and transience. The latter

can lead to problems of developer risk, displace-

Third, there are the problems of secondary unit

development. Rear-unit building and conversions

within the existing built environment, although

admittedly least disruptive, can exacerbate existing

land value problems and forestall further use of

currently vacant land. This is not to deny, however,

the benefits of "found space" within cities, as long

as their development recognizes collective appro-

priation.

Compatibility in housing is not easily achieved,

but recognizing the impact of decisions in social,

economic, and design integration can help lessen

any detrimental effects. Within these three cate-

gories, decisions regarding process, selection, oc-

cupation, appropriation, continuity, and form affect

compatibility of new housing on vacant lots. These

decisions are not always public decisions, nor are

they made without social manipulation. None of

these categories acts exclusively of the others, but

distinct issues can be confronted within each.

Social compatibility is measured by the ability to

protect and improve the conditions of existing

residents of a neighborhood. Displacement caused

by abandonment, code enforcement, demolition,

planning and zoning decisions, redlining, and pub-

lic service allocations is common. More complex,

however, is the social displacement from infill

housing stemming from two aspects of housing

market dynamics: the relative inelasticity of both

urban land availability and apartment demand.

The selection of vacant land for development is

also problematic since current residents often see

what little "open space" exists as a real community

resource.



Economic compatibility demands recognition of

community resource economics. As a broad solu-

tion, infill housing is too complex, risky, and ex-

pensive. New infill housing, however, will help use

existing infrastructure and services more efficiently,

can help preserve agricultural land at the urban

fringe, and will help support the most fundamental

advantages to living in urban areas, namely, spe-

cialization, complementarity, factor supply, scale,

and individual benefits. This does not justify a

massive shift of development activity to infill hous-

ing compared to fringe development. But simple

secondary community involvement such as pro-

grams to lower risk, provision of advantageous

financing, and reduced land and improvement costs

may be effective promotional measures.

Design compatibility is judged by the capacity to

absorb the succession of land uses necessitated by

collective interests and economics. To do so de-

mands a renewed value on group identity and

urban housing models. Just as the single structures

of streetcar suburbs gave continuity and simplicity

to urban life, row housing gave equality, and court

housing gave variety. These attributes form notions

and attitudes about livability. Spatial quality varies

considerably within and between each type.

Compatibility in infill housing is elusive. It demands

a detailed look at the motivation for building.

Although infill housing intentionally completes that

which is empty, it inherently brings new stimuli

to the housing context. The patterns of settlement

may be seen as the same, but the context moves,

shifts, adjusts, and is filled in variously. Building

types in this context are simply containers, albeit

beautiful ones; and they are not the object but the

stimulus of an exchange.

As urban conditions evolve, our dwelling within

them will demand continual negotiations of space.

This negotiation involves not just questions of

design compatibility but more often questions re-

garding the social and economic context. If we

learned anything from Pruitt-Igoe, it is that. The

dwelling viewed thus will be less an object and

more a value. This can be seen today as the act of

dwelling already competes with the work place.

The two may merge. The dwelling environment's

mark of success is its ability to not only contain,

but engage these changes. To do so requires concern

for how the values of its inhabitants reach full

expression. It requires all those involved in the

creation of housing to listen, record, and respond

to the richness of spatial expression around us. It

should be done with vision — collective vision.
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Contemporary Mexican
Architecture: The Search for

a National Expression

Arif Qureshi The University City, with its elaborate decoration

culminating in the murals of the National Library,

is widely recognized as a symbol of Mexico's

struggle to express its identity in the modern world

(Figs. 1, 2). But since the struggle which produced

it is generally not understood, the complex is too

easily dismissed by the outside observer as an

architectural oddity. Instead, it should be viewed

as the culmination of one phase of a larger archi-

tectural movement, initiated fifty years earlier with

the success of the Revolution of 1910, which con-

tinues today. From its beginning, the movement

has focused upon the inherent conflict set up when

a country with strong cultural and artistic traditions

of its own is suddenly confronted with the oppor-

tunity to "modernize.

"

The responses of Mexico's architects over the past

seventy years have not always been unified, con-

sistent, or original in character. But there has always

been a strong awareness on the part of the country's

most accomplished designers that a certain element

of continuity has been preserved throughout the

course of their architectural history, and that it is

only through a deeper understanding of this pattern

that the contemporary architect can successfully

meet the challenge of designing appropriate ar-

chitecture in a rapidly changing world. How should

this thread of continuity be defined? And what

relationship does it have to architecture of the

present? The intention of this essay is to explore

the various answers to these questions which have

been proposed by Mexican architects since the

Revolution of 1910.

Mexican History and Culture

It is easy to demonstrate that the innate

inclination of our people toward the esthetic,

in everything we do and the manner in

which we try to live, is perhaps our chief

characteristic'

Jose Villagran Garcia

By virtue of its utilitarian nature, the role of

architecture is a dual one: On the one hand, it

must express the aesthetic preferences of the people

for whom it is built; on the other, it must meet

their functional needs. Although an architectural

style can be imposed by one country on another,

it will be modified until it is able to fulfill these

requirements in the context of the recipient culture.

In this way, an element of continuity is maintained

throughout the historical process. This continuity

cannot be defined in terms of architectural form;

the forms change from one period to the next.

Instead, its definition must be found in more ab-

stract terms, as a series of qualities which are

apparent in a work of architecture, irrespective of

the stylistic identification of the specific forms used.

These qualities, taken together, express a part of

the unique character of the local culture. The

development of Mexican architecture in the twen-

tieth century has revolved around the question of

how this continuity should be defined within the

Mexican tradition, and of what relevance this

pattern has to contemporary work. Before analyz-

ing the various answers which have been set forth

since 1910, it is necessary to consider the emotional/

aesthetic nature of Mexican culture, since it is here

that an understanding of the underlying continuity

in Mexican architecture begins to take shape.

Mexican society has always been characterized by

an emotional intensity.^ The origin of this trait is

difficult to determine, but it may be rooted in the

development of Mexican religion. Long before the

Spanish Conquest, the Indians developed a complex

mythology in which the mysteries of nature were

explained through an extremely elaborate and col-

orful series of religious rites; the concept of pro-

pitiatory sacrifice was fundamental in the religious

life of several tribes. While the Spanish officially

abolished human sacrifice, the Catholic church

found that if it allowed the continuation of other

Indian rituals, replacing the local gods with images
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1. University Library, Uni-

versity City Enrique del Moral,
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of the bloody Christ, the tearful Virgin, or one of

the suffering saints, the Indians' acceptance of the

new faith was greatly enhanced. In this way, the

superstition dominant in pre-Hispanic mythology

was transferred into the Mexican form of Christi-

anity Encouraged through religious practice, an

overridingly emotional outlook on life was carried

into the Viceregal period, and with the continuing

importance of the church's role in Mexican life, it

still exists today.

If the origin of the Mexican's inclination toward

the emotional is closely linked to religious practice,

an aesthetic preference which is based on feeling

rather than on rational thought came to dominate

the Mexican mindset at an early stage in the nation's

historical development. This preference has been

consistently expressed in all levels of art, from the

mundane to the exalted. One clear example is seen

through a comparison of the relative success of the

Renaissance and baroque styles, both imposed by

the Spanish during the colonial era.' When the

former was introduced into Mexico, it was limited

to the largest cities, those that were in closest
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contact with Spain, and it directly influenced the

construction of only a few major reUgious and

secular monuments. Its emphasis on reason and

balance was never fully understood by the Mexican

people, and as a result, it was not actively embraced

or widely employed outside of the major admin-

istrative centers. Baroque architecture, on the other

hand, with its focus on movement, color, and

emotion, captured the imagination of the Mexicans.

Within a short period of time, baroque motifs

appeared in a variety of architectural settings

throughout the country, ranging from centrally

located cathedrals to the most isolated parish

churches (Fig. 3). As the style spread, it became

increasingly complex, reaching a climax in the

"ultra-baroque," or Churrigueresque. Character-

ized by unbroken, elaborately sculpted and pro-

fusely colored surfaces, this final phase of the

Mexican baroque is sometimes viewed as the first

uniquely "Mexican" architectural development after

the Conquest.

In light of these developments, we can begin to

understand the underlying continuity which exists

in the evolution of Mexican architecture. Although

it is difficult to define the specific qualities which

give a work of architecture a uniquely "Mexican"

flavor, the basic concept is a simple one: Mexican

architecture must ultimately express something of

the emotional/aesthetic quality which is a funda-

mental characteristic of the society which produces

it. As we move to a discussion of the development

of Mexican architecture in the twentieth century,

the importance of this statement will become in-
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creasingly evident/

Jose Villagran Garcia: Building the Modern
Movement on a Historical foundation

In the 1920s, two opposing sentiments emerged

within Mexico, each finding a separate architectural

expression. On the one hand, a reactionary move-

ment developed, seeking to define and preserve

the Mexican tradition in architecture by looking

to the nation's past. The proponents of this move-

ment suggested that their nation must reject the

architecture of other countries and fiercely hold

onto its unique heritage. In practical terms, this

came to mean a revival of previously used building

forms and a continuation of current trends; the

pre-Hispanic and colonial buildings of Mexico be-

came models on which many of the new works

were directly based. At the same time, a forward-

looking group within the society felt an urgent

need to bring the nation into the modern world.

After a century of political chaos and internal strife,

the achievement of independence was accom-

panied by a natural process of self-evaluation as

the Mexican people began to critically examine

their nation. Glaring deficiencies, including the

widespread lack of even minimal residential, ed-

ucational, and medical facilities in many areas of

the country, emerged as major concerns. If Mexico

was to enter the ranks of the advanced nations of

the world, a new architecture should be devel-

oped — one which would allow the country to deal

responsibly with these pressing problems and would

thereby help to change the nation's image in the

eyes of the world.



Jose Villagran Garcia, the leader of this second

group, became the first proponent of the modern

movement in Mexico.^ A teacher at the Academy

of San Carlos, the only architectural school in the

country at this time, Garcia firmly believed that

the imitation of historical styles was wrong. Inspired

by the writings of Le Corbusier and Gropius, he

felt that the most critical issue to be faced by the

young Mexican architect was the acceptance of his

own time and place in history; if Mexico was to

move forward, it could not ignore the world around

it, seeking refuge in the past. At the same time,

because Mexico possessed a rich and long-standing

historical tradition, he sincerely believed that the

contemporary architect should seek to understand

the traditions of his nation's past. In this way, he

felt that a new architecture would inevitably emerge

in Mexico, one which would be faithful to both its

time in history and its place in the world setting,

expressive of the twentieth century but also of the

culture that produced it.

In the course of setting forth his beliefs, Garcia

met with great opposition, both at the Academy,

where Beaux-Arts ideas from the previous century

still prevailed, and in the world of professional

practice. Reactionaries in Mexico attacked his pro-

posals, considering them the product of a foreign

culture and in opposition to the traditions of their

proud nation. In response, as he continued to

expound his ideas, Garcia developed a well-con-

ceived theoretical basis for the establishment of a

modern movement in Mexican architecture. Rather

than considering himself a revolutionary, denying

the value of all that had come before, he considered

himself an evolutionary, seeking the necessary and

logical introduction into Mexico of the new struc-

tural and planning attitudes which were emerging

in Europe and the United States. The focus of his

approach was not on the direct imitation of any

specific style, but rather on the need for the Mexican

architect to seek the resolution of the various

functional, social, and formal issues presented by

each individual project, always remembering that

he was working within the context of both the

modern world and Mexican culture. At the same

time that he emphasized the importance of a very

rational approach to design, he recognized the

importance of the aesthetic and spiritual qualities

of architecture. He firmly believed that although

Mexico was facing an urgent building shortage, the

rapid construction of poorly thought-out, insensi-

tively designed "modernist" structures would not

improve the situation.

In outlining his own understanding of the historical

development of Mexican architecture and of the

place of contemporary work in relationship to its

past, Garcia suggested that a very strong thread of

continuity could be seen to run throughout Mexican

architectural history:

... for decades, we have affirmed in our

teaching . . . that a common denominator, a

native accent, can be readily identified in

the outstanding architectural works of our

rich history, a foundation on which we have

built in this twentieth century. ... it seems

indispensable to consider the possibility that

this common factor exists and that it springs

from our national history and characteristics,

rising above the individualistic or non-na-

tional impulses of the architect at a time like

the present.'

In attempting to define this stand, he set forth four

concerns which he believed have been given unique

treatment in Mexican architecture since the arrival

of the Spanish: the use of scale, proportion, light,

and three-dimensional space. Admitting that his

culture has been increasingly oriented toward the

more advanced nations of the Western world since

this time, and that it has adopted much of its

architectural vocabulary from the outside, he con-

vincingly argued that the very different treatment

of these four qualities has consistently resulted in

an architecture that is identifiably "Mexican" in

character. Finally, he believed that it is only by

cultivating an awareness of this past, by maintaining

a sense of being part of a much larger tradition,

that contemporary Mexican architects could meet

the future and still maintain the integrity of their

work.

At the same time that he continued to travel and

write, Garcia also designed a series of buildings

which he hoped would concretely illustrate his

ideas. Unfortunately, he never achieved the balance

in his architecture which he called for in his

writings; a cursory examination of his work leaves

the observer with an overwhelming impression of

modernist severity (Figs. 4, 5). In this light, the

major accomplishment of Garcia's career is found

in his role as an educator and theoretician. It was

largely through his efforts that the modern vocab-

ulary came into general acceptance in the Mexican

setting.

Functionalism: The Rise and Fall of a Rad-

ical Movement
As the modern movement won support in Mexico,

Garcia's balanced theories came to be interpreted

in many different ways. In the earliest period, a

group of his first disciples, including Juan O'Gor-

man and Enrique del Moral, who were particularly,

concerned with the role of the architect as a social
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reformer, began to identify themselves as "func-

tionalists,"' emphasizing the overriding importance

which the functional aspects of design were to be

given in their work. Quickly gaining momentum,

the functionalist movement reached an extreme

which Garcia had never expected. In opposition

to the rigid formalism upheld at the Academy,

Juan O'Gorman and a group of his followers founded

a radical new school, the Superior School of En-

gineering and Architecture. Regarding architec-

tural composition as a purely rational process based

on technique, they eliminated all "cultural" sub-

jects from their curriculum. They considered aes-

thetic and decorative concerns to be superfluous

additions to the design process that were unjustified

in light of the pressing building shortage faced by

their nation.

The questions raised by the functionalists brought

a tremendous sense of social responsibility into

Mexican architecture, and the initial efforts of

several of its major proponents, including Juan

O'Gorman, resulted in the construction of many

desperately needed public and private facilities.

However, the radical nature of the movement and

the harshness of the architecture which it created

were ultimately questioned by many in the country.

If the initial proponents of the movement supported

radical change in the face of pressing needs, many

of the later "functionalists" lost touch with the

reasons for employing the new style. Deprived of

its philosophical justification, the severe style often

degenerated into a meaningless "modernism" un-

related to Mexican culture, insensitive to the local

climate and based solely on the uncritical use of

concrete, glass, and steel. Where its supporters had

once thought that they held the key to the future,

Mexico began to question what kind of a future

this would be.

This process of re-evaluation was not only evident

at a societal level. It can also be seen in the lives

and works of two of the most fervent early pro-

ponents of the functionalist movement, Juan O'-

Gorman and Enrique del Moral. Both men are

accomplished designers who began their careers

working within the severe functionalist vocabulary.

Yet the body of work of each man reflects a major

transition, moving toward an architecture which is

more responsive to the culture in which it is built.

In O'Gorman's case, the initial reaction against

functionalism was a drastic one:

Architecture today is based on a commercial

proposition and, in turn, on the average,

conformist taste of people who can afford to

build: a boring situation, indeed. In 1938, as
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I did not know where to turn from func-

tionalism, and as I had no intention of

becoming a businessman, I abandoned ar-

chitecture as a profession, and became a

painter."

From his point of view, an inherent conflict was

present in Mexican society at the time that the

functionahst movement evolved, and continues to-

day. On one hand, the problems of a booming

population necessitate the construction of econom-

ically efficient buildings. On the other, architecture

must help man to feel at peace with himself; it

must respond to a set of deeper needs, related to

his character and identified with his culture. When

the functionalists lost sight of this second factor,

O'Gorman decided to get out, realizing that the

movement had no future.

But instead of completely abandoning the archi-

tectural world, O'Gorman became extensively in-

volved in the design of architectural mosaics. While

the most impressive example of his work during

this period is found on the four facades of the

National Library, he also built an extravagant

organic house for himself in the early fifties. Cov-

ered with mosaics inside and out, his house stands

as a complete refutation of the functionalist views

which he had so strongly promoted early in his

career (Figs. 1, 6, 7). In addition, O'Gorman con-

tinued to write on the subject of architecture. In

the following passage, he evaluates the functionalist

movement and briefly identifies the elements which

he feels are the true characteristics of Mexican

architecture:

Functionalism has been distorted in practice.

The theory must be reexamined, properly

formulated. Architecture must become a work

of art, an expression of man's deepseated

need to achieve harmony with his surround-

ings and with his fellow men. Functionalism

became, in Mexico at least, the antithesis of

the plastic arts. The characteristics of Mex-

ican architecture are the pyramidal form of

the composition; the dynamic asymmetry of

the axis; the complex variety of the deco-

ration; richness of form and color; the superb

manner in which the building can harmonize

with the landscape. We can't hope to solve

our mass housing problems and at the same

time build in strict accordance with such

principles — not immediately, anyhow. But

let us make a beginning.'

While he does not pretend to have the solution to

the problem of reconciling the needs of the present

with the traditions of the past, O'Gorman clearly
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believes that an appropriate contemporary archi-

tecture can only be created by working in the

context of this question.

Although Enrique del Moral's break with the func-

tionalist movement was never quite as dramatic as

O Gorman s, he has also moved away from the

radical approach of his early years:

Since the beginning of my professional ca-

reer, the purpose of my work has been to

express the particularities of Mexico within

the universal movement. Once I overcame

the functionalism stage, I could move more

freely, in order to achieve what I was trying

to express.'"

Today he recognizes that the architectural scene

in Mexico is being directly influenced by two

independent forces: one is international in char-

acter, the other is regional. Both have significant

roles in molding the evolution of architectural style

in contemporary Mexico, and as a result, neither

can be ignored by the designer. Yet the underlying

tone of his writings suggests that the contemporary

Mexican architect must strive to work within the

context of his own culture and traditions, seeking

to create an architecture that is reflective of its

unique qualities:

Undoubtedly, communications nowadays

create a link with other countries which

facilitates and makes available to us not only

the ideas but the products, systems, and

methods of building of other countries. But

it is also true that this modern world, which

we did not invent, which has been "manu-

factured" and "supplied" to us by nations

whose ideas are sometimes contrary to our

ways of thinking, is — at least in part —
difficult for us to understand and to swal-

low."

Clearly, del Moral underwent a major change in

his understanding of Mexican architecture. After

working extensively in the severe functional style

which was popular at the beginning of his career,

he came to believe that the Mexican architect must

be selective in his adoption of outside ideas and

building techniques, always evaluating them in

relationship to the needs and preferences of his

own nation and culture.

9. La Merced Market Hall, interior
Like O'Gorman, del Moral also became involved

in the University City project, where he played a

major role. Working with Mario Pani, he was

responsible for the overall planning of the campus,

and also did the design for the new Administration



Building. Since this time, he has designed a variety

of buildings, employing a wide range of materials

and techniques, reflecting his growing awareness

of the peculiarities of architectural design in Mexico

(Figs. 2, 8, 9). While he has always maintained a

strong sense of social concern in his architecture,

his original focus has been modified by an increased

sensitivity to the emotional/aesthetic side of Mex-

ican culture, and by the need to respond to this

in his work.'"

The inherent conflict set up within Mexico by the

extreme views of the functionalists is clearly illus-

trated through the lives of these two men. The

functionalists sought to impose an unrelenting ra-

tionalism on a society characterized by an under-

lying emotional intensity. Initially accepted on

account of the balanced theories of Villagran Gar-

cia, the modern movement in Mexico could not

achieve lasting success when pushed to the func-

tionalist extreme.

Minimalism: From Artistic Rebellion to Ar-

chitectural Expression

While the functionalists in Mexico were justifying

the introduction of a radically austere architecture

as the necessary outcome of their nation's pressing

social problems, another group of designers rejected

these ideas. Originating as a largely intellectual

reaction against the severity of functionalist work,

Mexican minimalism quickly came to focus on the

concept of an "emotional architecture." It is difficult

to identify the movement's founder, but there are

three figures who must be considered in any dis-

cussion of its development: Mathias Goeritz, Luis

Barragan, and Ricardo Legorreta." While all three

men are well acquainted and each has been influ-

enced by the work of the other two, a study of

their work in this order reveals a process in which

the minimalist movement progressed from a set of

esoteric artistic/intellectual tenets into a concrete

body of architectural work.

Mathias Goeritz, the first of the three, has been the

least involved with the field of architecture proper.

As a European immigrant whose migration to

Mexico was provoked by the harsh repression of

artistic and intellectual activity in Germany during

World War II, he has also been the least concerned

with the issue of creating a body of work which is

uniquely Mexican in character. Yet the powerfully

emotional quality of his work, the integration it

reflects between various artistic and architectural

media, and the breadth of his perspective have

provided the underlying basis on which Barragan

and Legorreta have developed their own work.

Goeritz is primarily an artist. Working in painting.

sculpture, and stained glass, he has also ventured

into architecture to some degree and has taught in

Mexican architectural schools for over twenty years.

But because much of his architectural work has

been anonymous by his own choice, he has received

little recognition among architects themselves. Dis-

illusioned with the rational value system espoused

by the increasingly industrialized world after the

war, he harshly denounced the proponents of the

functional movement and moved to develop an

architectural style which was radically emotional

in nature;

. . . modern architecture is too individual,

too intellectual, too rational. Twentieth cen-

tury man feels crushed by so much func-

tionalism, so much logic in contemporary

architecture. Nobody wants to face up to

the fact that man — creative or not — as-

pires to something more than a pretty, agree-

able or merely adequate dwelling place. He

asks of architecture, its media, its materials,

its practitioners, some spiritual inspira-

tion. . .

."

While his work is thus explained to a large degree

by his personal search for ethical and aesthetic

values in the modern world, Goeritz's interaction

with other Mexican architects has had a large

influence on their work.

In order to describe the construction of El Eco, an

"experimental museum" in which he sought to

express the spiritual unrest of his day through an

integration of architecture, painting, sculpture, and

the performing arts, Goeritz developed the term

Emotional Architecture. Later on, he continued

work on this idea through his designs for the towers

of the Satellite City in collaboration with Barragan

and for those of the Automex plant with Legorreta.

In each case, the success of the architectural com-

position is achieved through the use of an abstract

set of sculptural forms, artistically set against one

another to create an asymmetrical balance (Figs.

10, 11). The majority of his projects do not fulfill

a clearly definable set of functional requirements;

as he desired, their impact is purely an emotional

one. But however abstract his work may be, each

project creates an impression which is clearly ar-

chitectural in nature, employing a set of elements

which would become the basic vocabulary of min-

imalist design."

Unlike Goeritz, Luis Barragan has achieved uni-

versal recognition in the field of contemporary

architecture. While his work has attracted more

attention, it has much in common with that of

Goeritz: it is composed of a set of simple elements



10. Towers of the Satellite which are combined in carefully studied three-

City, Mexico -Queretaro High- dimensional compositions to define space. Where

way, Mathias Goerilz and Luis Goeritz is primarily an artist, interested in the

Barragan, 1957 interaction between various art forms, Barragan is

primarily a landscape architect, deeply fascinated

with the role of the garden as a refuge from the

pressures of contemporary life and interested in

the interaction of the built environment with the

natural one. Throughout his career, Barragan's

work has been limited in scope. He has been

extremely selective in the type of project he will

undertake, concentrating his efforts on the con-

struction of inward-focused private homes. In gen-

eral, his work is known only through a very

carefully chosen set of photographs which portray

the designs in the manner in which he intends

them to be seen. At the same time, he has published

poetic bits and pieces of his personal architectural

philosophy. A mysterious figure, he is respected by

some for the purity of his work, rejected by others

as a hopeless romantic in a period of rapid change.

Whatever reaction one may have to the limited

scope of Barragan's work, it is clear that he has

developed and won credibility for a new direction

in contemporary Mexican architecture. Though he

was heavily influenced in the early stages of his

career by the work of Le Corbusier, whose lectures

he attended in Paris during the early 1930s, he

quickly began to move away from the vocabulary

of the Europeans. Instead, he looked to an alter-

native source of inspiration:

Nostalgia is the poetic awareness of our

personal past and since the artist's own past

is the mainspring of his creative potential,

the architect must listen to and heed his

nostalgic revelations."^

Based on a series of romantic memories, he turned

to the vernacular tradition he had encountered as

a boy during long vacations spent on his family's

ranch. Where Goeritz had provided the intellectual

justification for the creation of an emotional ar-

chitecture in an increasingly rational and inhumane

world, Barragan brought a set of romantic images

from his past to create an architecture which was

not only emotional, but also uniquely Mexican in

character

While Barragan never explicitly outlines the issues

which he considers to be fundamental in architec-

tural design, he does proclaim that it was wrong

for his contemporaries to "abandon the shelter of

walls for the inclemency of large areas of glass.""

The use of the uninterrupted wall as the basic

element of design throughout his work is suggestive

11. Towers ofAu

Tuloca, Mathias Goeritz and

Ricardo Legorreta, 1963-64



12. Barragan House, Mexico City, Luis Barragan,

1947
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13. Barragan House, interior

of the importance he attaches to the role of ar-

chitecture in providing privacy and serenity to its

users, as has traditionally been the case in the

Mexican vernacular tradition. Because he views

architecture as an art form with a deeply spiritual

purpose, his work is highly sensual in nature; it is

heavily dependent on the contrast of colors, tex-

tures, light and shadow, sound and smell (Figs. 12,

13). In most cases, nature plays a role equal to if

not more important than that of the building or

exterior space which Barragan has designed.

It is clear that Barragan strives to create a body

of work which is mystical and unique in character,

but it is also important to recognize that he con-

siders himself to be working within the larger

context of Mexican architecture as a whole. At the

same time that he has maintained a personal,

private focus in his own work, he has actively

exchanged ideas with other Mexican architects,

collaborating with Goeritz on several projects and

working for a short time as a partner to Legorreta.

Evaluating his work in light of this larger perspec-

tive, one can say that Barragan has contributed a

strongly felt appreciation for an abstract set of

qualities which he believes express something of

the character of his nation. Rather than looking to

the traditional historical sources for inspiration, he

shifted attention to the architecture of the common

people.

Unlike Barragan, who was trained as an engineer

and self-taught in the field of architecture, Ricardo

Legorreta was trained under the direction of Vil-

lagran Garcia. If his work is very different in

character from that of his teacher, he continues to

acknowledge' a strong tie to Garcia and to the

guidance he received from him. While many of

the functionalists accepted the importation of the

European-based International Style as a necessary

step in the process of "modernization," Legorreta

critically studied the theories of Garcia and chose

to move toward the creation of a new style which

would achieve the same goal in a manner which

was more sympathetic to the Mexican character.

From the day they met, in 1963, Legorreta and

Barragan became close friends. It is difficult to

determine whether their shared concerns are the

result of an ensuing exchange of ideas, or of similar

but independently derived evaluations of the ar-

chitectural scene in their country. In either case,

the similarities are apparent: both recognize the

importance of privacy in modern society and em-

ploy the use of the wall as the basic unit of design;

both recognize the importance of the aesthetic side

of the Mexican character and are interested in the

use of color, texture, and light in the creation of



14. Cancun Camino Real

Hotel, Cancun, Ricardo Legor-

reta, 1975

15. Cancun Camino Real

Hotel, exterior hallway

an emotional architecture; and both look to the

vernacular tradition as their major source of in-

spiration.

Yet in spite of these similarities, the focus of each

designer's work has been very different. While

Barragan chose to do only relatively small scale,

isolated projects, Legorreta has become involved

in a series of large scale public buildings, including

several of the well-known Camino Real hotels and

a number of factories and office buildings for IBM

(Figs. 14, 15). As the first of the minimalists to be

confronted with the issue of public space, he has

sought to sensitively integrate the need for privacy

with the social aspect of Mexican society. If his

buildings convey a feeling which is less emotionally

intense than Barragan's projects, this is because

they are meant to be experienced by a much

broader audience. Where Barragan won credibility

for minimalism as a uniquely "Mexican" expres-

sion, Legorreta is thus making an effort to bring

the movement into closer contact with the average

Mexican from whom it claims to derive its expres-

sion.

Conclusion

With the introduction of the modern movement

into Mexico, a conflict arose between the desire to

create a national architectural style, responsive to

the historical and cultural traditions of the nation,

and the desire to reject the past and adopt the

forms of the "future," as represented by the work

of the European modernists and their North Amer-

ican counterparts. While Villagran Garcia recog-

nized the importance of considering both issues in

the development of a modern Mexican style, his

followers did not necessarily agree. Deeply con-

cerned with the issue of social responsibility, the

functionalists came to the conclusion that "orna-

ment" was an unjustified luxury and moved toward

an undiscerning adoption of "modernistic" forms.

As the severity of the resulting architecture came

into question, they were forced to modify their

position; "functional" architecture was combined

with "emotional" art work. The University City is

probably the most dramatic example of this trend.

The effort was successful: the University won in-

ternational recognition as an expression of Mexican

identity At the same time, it represents the end of

an era, and should be viewed as a turning point

in the development of modern Mexican architec-

ture. With its construction, the functionalist move-

ment was brought to a virtual conclusion. Some

would attempt to extend the "University tradition,"

but the vitality achieved in the original project

was actually the result of a desperate attempt to

bring the rational architecture promoted by the

functionalists into accord with the aesthetic/emo-

tional nature of the Mexican culture.

From this point forward, the center of attention

would gradually shift toward the minimalists, who

concerned themselves with the creation of an "emo-

tional architecture." Through the development of

an architectural vocabulary derived from the Mex-

ican vernacular, they have given validity to an

alternate source of architectural inspiration. But at

the same time that this source is closer to the heart

of the Mexican people than the glass and steel

structures of Europe and America will ever be,

minimalist architecture has remained far removed

from the realm of the average Mexican. Its pro-

ponents have not been overly concerned with the

issue of social responsibility; the movement contin-

ues to be elitist in nature. As the search for the

resolution of the issues of modernization and na-

tional identity continues in Mexican architecture,

one valid answer has begun to emerge. It remains

to be seen whether or not its effects will filter down

to touch a larger portion of Mexican society.

Notes

1 Excerpted from Villagran Garcia's foreward to

C. B. Smith, Builders in the Sun, 1967.

2 General historical/cultural background is taken

from a variety of sources, supplemented by



personal observations I made during a three

month visit to Mexico in the summer of 1984.

My own study was made possible through a

grant received under the Frank and Jenny Long

Traveling Fellowship, offered through the School

of Architecture at the University of Illinois.

3 For an overall political/cultural history of Mex-

ico, see A. Haas, Mexico, 1982. For an archi-

tectural history, see T. E. Sanford, The Story

of Architecture in Mexico, 1947. Although the

latter presents a heavily romanticized view-

point, it is the only general work published in

English to date.

4 While much has been published on contem-

porary architecture in Mexico, no comprehen-

sive work has been published in recent years.

A good introduction to the subject is provided

in Smith, Builders. Other sources which cover

the material in a general way include Process:

Architecture, no. 39; S. Kappe, Modern Archi-

tecture: Mexico, 1981; and I. E. Myers, Mexico's

Modern Architecture, 1952.

5 The majority of the information presented here

is taken from A. T Arai, "Jose Villagran Garcia,"

in Arquitectura, Sept. 1956. Also see Kappe,

Modern Architecture; Myers, Mexico's Modern

Architecture; E. Born, The New Architecture

in Mexico, 1937; and J. Ginsberg, "Jose Villa-

gran Garcia," in M. Emanuel, Contemporary

Architects, 1980.

Garcia, in Smith, Builders.

7 For O'Gorman, see Smith, Builders; Kappe,

Modern Architecture; and M. Cetto, "Juan

O'Gorman," in Emanuel, Contemporary Ar-

chitects. For del Moral, see Kappe, Modern

Architecture; Myers, Mexico's Modern Archi-

tecture; M. Cetto, Mexico's Modern Architec-

ture, 1961; and C. Naylor, "Enrique del Moral,"

in Emanuel, Contemporary Architects.

8 O'Gorman, in Smith, Builders, p. 16.

9 O'Gorman, in Smith, Builders, p. 19.

10 del Moral, in Kappe, Modern Architecture, p.

21.

11 del Moral, in Emanuel, Mexico's Modern Ar-

chitecture, p. 202.

12 "Those things that may distinguish us will be

more outstanding in solutions to programs in

which man appears as a differentiated being —

for instante, in residences, either individual or

collective. I think too that, on some occasions,

it might happen that the expression of our

particularity could reflect a lack of resplendent

modernity due to the fact that Mexico is not a

characteristic or outstanding country in terms

of modernism." These remarks by del Moral

(Emanuel, Mexico's Modern Architecture, p.

202) illustrate the degree to which his re-

evaluation of the architectural situation in Mex-

ico has affected his viewpoint. Although he

began work as a firm believer in the values of

the Internationalists, he suggests here that the

character of his country may not be compatible

with these views.

13 Information on Goeritz is based partly on Smith,

Builders, and R. Eder, "Mathias Goeritz," in

Emanuel, Contemporary Architects, but some

information was also taken from a special ex-

hibit I visited in July, 1984, at the Museum of

Modern Art in Mexico City, entitled "Mathias

Goeritz: An Emotional Architecture."

For Barragan, see E. Ambasz, "The Archi-

tecture of Luis Barragan," 1976; Kappe, Mod-

ern Architecture; Smith, Builders; Myers, Mex-

ico's Modern Architecture; Born, New
Architecture; Cetto, ZMexico's Modern Archi-

tecture; and C. R. Smith, "Luis Barragan," in

Emanuel, Contemporary Architects.

For Legorreta, see Smith, Builders; Kappe,

Modern Architecture; Cetto, Mexico's Modern

Architecture; A. Antoniades, "Ricardo Legor-

reta: Mexico's Mexican Architect," 1978; and

A. Antoniades, "Ricardo Legorreta," in Eman-

uel, Contemporary Architects.

14 Goeritz, in Smith, Builders, pp. 134-35.

15 Although Goeritz's work is the most abstract of

the three minimalists considered in the text and

is thus a logical starting point for the discussion,

the intention is not to imply that he was the

originator of minimalist ideas. While it is clear

that all three men were aware of one another's

work over an extended period of time, it is

difficult to determine the nature of the impact

which this familiarity had on the work of each.

16 Barragan, in Kappe, Modern Architecture, p.

43,

17 Barragan, in Emanuel, Contemporary Archi-

tects, p. 72.
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Has Functionalism Triumphed?
The Destruction

of Paul Rudolph's

Christian Science Building

Lydia M. Soo and

Robert Ousterhout

One of the most significant works of architecture

in the Urbana-Champaign area, the Christian Sci-

ence Organization Building by Paul Rudolph was

demolished in March of 1986. The demolition was

well timed: in spite of a few protests and feeble

expressions of concern by the University of Illinois

community, the wrecking ball arrived on the first

day of spring break, when most students and faculty

were out of town. Eyewitnesses claim that on the

first swing, the wrecking ball bounced off the

building.

While the loss of significant works of architecture

in the name of progress has become a common

occurrence, the ironies of this particular destruction

are worth noting. Paul Rudolph, perhaps the most

intelligent architect of his generation, was at the

forefront of the American architectural scene when

the building was designed in the early 1960s; he

is virtually unknown today. Local intrest in his

work — and in the Christian Science Building —
was revived when Rudolph spent a semester at

the University of Illinois School of Architecture as

Plym Distinguished Professor of Architecture in

the fall of 1983. Before he appeared on campus,

many people simply assumed he was dead. In fact,

he maintains an active practice, but these days

most of his projects are overseas — in areas of the

world more concerned with sensibility than tren-

diness in architecture.

When the building came up for sale, the univer-

sity — with one of the oldest and largest schools

of architecture in the country — declined to pur-

chase it, since it did not meet the university's

immediate, critical space requirements. The School

of Architecture supported the preservation of the

building, which has been replaced by a student

apartment complex — designed by a local architect

who frequently teaches in the School. Preservation

was also supported by the local chapter of the

A. I. A. in a resolution unanimously passed at its

January meeting. But the appeals were too little,

too late.

The building was purchased by a local developer,

Gloria Dauten, who claimed to have "spent a lot

of money seeing if it could be moved," but con-

cluded that the building was as firmly planted as

"the Rock of Gibraltar. '' Anyone familiar with the

Rudolph building would know the impossibility of

transporting such an edifice. Just tearing the build-

ing down became an undertaking of monumental

proportions. The wreckers quickly discovered that

the building was indeed a Rock of Gibraltar: the

first of the cranes and wrecking balls were too

small; it was feared that the building would damage

them. Two scheduled days of demolition turned

into two weeks.

While ironies surround the destruction of Rudolph's

building, in recent years it seems that an architec-

ture of irony has supplanted the architectural prin-

ciples which Rudolph supported. But Paul Rudolph

is not one for irony-the term does not appear in

his architectural vocabulary. "If Rudolph can be

said to lack a quality, it's irony," writes Michael

Sorkin of the Village Voice. "At a time when

antiheroics were obviously the preferred

stance, . . he arrived at an architecture of una-

bashed grandeur and thickness." Our jaded world

"cannot countenance the aspiration to grandeur

untinged with irony."'

If the Christian Science Building had lacked ar-

chitectural merit and had been in poor condition,

its demolition would have passed unnoticed. The

disappearance of the Christian Science Organiza-

tion on campus had done just that: its student

congregation had dwindled and all but vanished.

At the same time, heating costs had soared, forcing

the closing of the building during the winter months.

Finally, the Christian Science Organization decided

that it could no longer support the campus oper-





ation and put the building up for sale. But the

building was still in relatively good condition. It

had been critically acclaimed when new, and it

had been designed by an architect of international

prominence who had been a recent visitor to the

community Yet it was destroyed with little protest,

barely twenty years after construction. How could

this have happened? Are we that oblivious to our

recent past?

When first constructed in 1962-65, the Christian

Science Building attracted considerable attention.'

It was designed at a turning point in Rudolph's

career — a time now viewed as the beginning of

his mature style. Along with several other of the

architect's buildings from the late 1950s and early

1960s, it signaled a new attitude in architecture,

formulated by Rudolph and others in opposition

to Functionalism and the International Style of the

early twentieth century The Christian Science

Building was significant in this development be-

cause it was a miniature version of the Art and

Architecture Building at Yale University, built in

1958-62, the first of Rudolph's buildings to express

this new philosophy and style.

In the design of both structures, Rudolph chal-

lenged the tenets of Functionalism. While agreeing

with the basic need for a functional building and

efficient structural and mechanical systems, Ru-

dolph widened the definition of function to include

the fulfillment of man's spiritual and psychological

needs.^ His theory embodied two principles: the

creation of human space — "used space formed for

psychological and symbolic reasons"^ — and ur-

banism, or the response to context, achieved by

means of scale. These were to be achieved by a

new architectural language, and both the theory

and the style became known as the New Brutalism.

Rudolph's principle of urbanism suggests that a

building should be designed not as a singular entity

but as part of a larger context. Buildings should

be related to one another by means of scale,

proportion, and the spaces in between, thus creating

the rich juxtaposition of elements that make up a

city. The result would be cohesion, character, and

variety rather than strict uniformity. Rudolph felt

that the key to achieving urbanism — that is, re-

lating buildings to the environment and to the

human being — is scale. Because of its particular

site — on a busy intersection and surrounded by

campus buildings of varied sizes, styles, and ma-

terials — the exterior of the Christian Science

Building was developed to be read as having many

scales: it was, in effect, scaleless. Vertical piers

anchored the mass of the building and visually

turned the corner. These same solid-looking piers

actually formed interior light shafts. A monolithic

material was used in construction, and the scale-



giving elements were recessed so that the building

became readable as many different sizes; thus it

achieved an unexpected monumentality. At close

range, the overall scale was reduced by articulating

the load-bearing concrete walls with joints, ter-

minations, and texture. The concrete walls were

formed by a corrugated framing system, with the

serrated edges then hammered to expose the ag-

gregate. This created a texture which caught the

light, dematerialized the solidity of the wall, and

broke down the scale at close range.*

The Christian Science Building also demonstrated

Rudolph's conception of architectural space, de-

signed not only for use, but for psychological,

symbolic, and emotional purposes. The space was

delineated by a series of planes which framed and

layered the views inside. The interior space was

continuous horizontally and vertically, and it was

made complex by means of smaller, defined vol-

umes interpenetrating with larger, looser ones.

Sliding partitions allowed for even greater variety.

Vertical space was manipulated by using seven floor

levels and a multitude of ceiling heights and light

shafts. This made the building appear larger from

the interior than it did from the exterior. Moreover,

the unused or wasted space was as important to

the design as the used space because, says Rudolph,

"it nourishes the subconscious.
"'

The character of repose and contemplation in the

building was achieved through the manipulation

of reflected light. Rudolph writes: "Reflected light

coming from the wall is the most humane of all

light. ... It is almost as if the walls are caressing

you with their light."* In each light shaft the angles

and intensities of sunlight were controlled by a

variety of window shapes, which reflected light

onto colored panels. This softer tone of light then

washed onto the relief of the concrete walls and

into the spaces below. Space, its character and its

movement, which Rudolph likens to the dynamism

of flowing water, is what moves people and activates

the imagination.''

By these means Paul Rudolph achieved the psy-

chological effects of space in the Christian Science

Building that gave the interior a moving and

meaningful character and the building a sense of

place in the community. It was a building that

fulfilled practical needs and spiritual needs as well.

Soon after the Christian Science Building was

constructed, Rudolph's work became the target of

critical attack by Venturi and Scott Brown.'" Reas-

sessing Modernism and the New Brutalism from

the viewpoint of the role of meaning and symbol

in architecture, these authors decried the loss of

denotative ornament and the symbolism of historic

buildings. They believed that these elements had

been replaced by connotative expression of the

kind demonstrated in Rudolph's architecture. In

such works as his, space, structure, and program

were all submerged and distorted into an overall

symbolic form. By operating simply as one big

piece of ornament, this architecture was found to

be empty, boring, irresponsible, and irrelevant.

Instead, Venturi and Scott Brown championed a

return to explicit symbolism — what they termed

the "decorated shed," which gained its relevance

and meaning through the application of ornament

derived from historical and vernacular architecture.

The return to ornament and representation in Post-

Modernism derived from the theoretical stance and

the architecture of Venturi and Scott Brown, and

is now generally accepted and has become a rec-

ognizable style. And all too often, the gimmicky

immediacy of Post-Modern imagery has become a

password to newsworthy, trend-setting architecture.

But have we thrown out the baby with the bath-

water? In too many instances the larger, humanistic

concerns clearly expressed in Rudolph's writings

and architecture have been replaced by "meaning"

that is at best skin-deep and jokey. The writings

of Venturi and Scott Brown were meant simply to

establish a polemic concerning the imagery of

contemporary architecture. They did not call for

the abolition of modernism, nor for the destruction

of the works of that movement. In fact, they

regarded Rudolph as a skillful architect, but singled

out his work "because it can represent establish-

ment architecture. . .

.""

One wonders if the theoretical dialogue is over.

Ironically, the fate of the Christian Science Building

had nothing to do with the theoretical controversies

of the last few decades. Instead, Functionalist "con-

cerns" have raised their ugly heads again. Local

critics contended that the building should be de-

stroyed because it "does not work": it was difficult

and expensive to heat, its roof leaked, it no longer

served the function for which it was designed, it

had outlived its purpose, and a student apartment

complex would be infinitely more practical, not to

mention profitable. Its greatest crime appears to

have been the fact that it was twenty years old.

"I've searched my soul on this," claimed purchaser

Gloria Dauten, "I think I've gone out of my way
to see if something else can be done, and I don't

think it can. It's really not doing anybody any
good in this condition."'^

Dauten offered the building to the university for

purchase or trade for another suitable construction

site. The university administration briefly consid-



ered but rejected the offer. This decision was based

on "cost of purchase, and the abihty of some

university function, urgently in need of space, to

use the building efficiently."" Efficient utilization

of the space was a prime concern. Of course there

were many possibilities for the use of the space,

but none of them was deemed "urgent." Contem

plation and repose did not rate a priority listing

It was concluded that "the Christian Science Build

ing could not accommodate any of (the university's

urgent needs for new space without considerable

modification to the building as it exists. There is

no doubt . . . that extensive physical changes, par-

ticulary internal ones, would have destroyed much

of the architectural quality of Rudolph's build-

Functionalism, it seems, has had the last word. But

the concerns for function which dictated the de-

cisions leading to the demolition of the Christian

Science Building were not the same as the func-

tionalism of the modern movement; nor was this

^^,



a functionalism that has anything to do with ar-

chitectural concerns. It has been generated by a

society in which all judgment of human endeavor

is based on cost and commercial marketability And
unfortunately all aspects of the architectural profes-

sion have become subject to these criteria: design,

construction, and especially preservation. If the

destruction of the Christian Science Building is to

be regarded as a mistake not to be repeated, we
must reassess the impact of such economic func-

tionalism on the architectural profession and on
our own cultural values.

Notes
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The Ground of Creation:
Studies toward an Architecture

of Indeterminate Action

Henry S. Plummer Man becomes really human only at the

time of decision.

Paul Tillich

for spontaneous and immediate innovation is per-

haps the central characteristic of being humanly

alive.

In recent years, I have been attempting to develop

experimental courses for architectural design stu-

dios which inquire into some of the basic relation-

ships between people and their physical world.

These studios are not set up to train students for

professional tasks and services, or to ease their

normalization into professional ways of thinking.

There are no problems to solve. Rather the aim is

to reawaken associations with place, and thereby

ground the conceiving of architecture in the nature

of being human. The direction is away from cur-

rently prevailing tendencies to make stylistic or

utilitarian objects, whether abstract or figurative,

and toward the making of places which are inter-

subjective, in which some very direct and reciprocal

interaction is possible between people and their

environment.

As an example of this approach to inducing and

nurturing a more interactionist kind of environ-

ment, and to avoiding alienating structures, I would

like to present for discussion some work from a

recent design studio taught to undergraduates, most

in their second year of architectural studies.

The topic of the course was creative participation.

Rather than the usual understanding of participa-

tion as a collaborative involvement in the planning

or design process, we were interested in how

environments can be configured to provide im-

mediate experiences of creative participation for

their occupants. This moment-to-moment creativ-

ity by those who inhabit and live in built space

has little to do with the notion of great creations,

such as works of art, with waste products of either

body or mind. Rather it consists of everyday acts

of creative decisions about how to move through

space or situate ourselves somewhere. This impulse

The course was based, then, upon the idea that it

is crucial for people to know they are live and

potent beings in the environment, persons rather

than "its." As philosophers and psychiatrists keep

telling us, human development and well-being are

rooted in processes of self-affirmation. Unlike the

mechanical existence of automata or the instinctual

existence of animals, humans' existence as humans

requires a latitude for action by which they can

respond creatively to their world and through such

choices know that they are vital persons. When

we see that our acts are causal, we sense our ability

to influence events and bring about change. Our

acts make a difference in the world. We know at

these times, and perhaps only then, that we are

alive creative forces, human and incarnate. Unlike

machines and animals, we can act with will and

be masters of our fate.

Equally significant, when we are offered choices

for environmental action we find that we can

personalize our own experience. Each time we

evaluate our surroundings and choose a particular

way to move or settle, we reinforce our unique

patterns of likes and dislikes, challenge them with

new possibilities, and test our capabilities and

imaginations. The self is thereby renewed and

recreated. We substantiate and expand our sense

of who we are and that we are, of what is special

about us, and generally reaffirm that indeed we

are more than atoms.

Yet for people to originate and gain control over

their own environmental experience requires a

facilitating environment. Liberation requires an

empowerment to act. Thus human choice depends

upon meaningful and qualitative choices, variabil-

ity of action calls for a varied field of possibilities,



Opening corner

window. Glass panels pivot

against wall to open up cor-

ner room, or rotate outward

to give varied enclosure to

terraces. (Scott Newton)

and the indeterminacy central to living beings

demands an indeterminate and open-ended world.

Only a pluralistic array of environmental choices

grants people influence over an adequate range of

experience, empowering them to experiment and

innovate in space according to their personal and

changing predilections.

The studio work began with three short projects

of two weeks apiece. These were intended to open

up and enrich each student's awareness of how he

or she relates creatively to the environment, and

subsequently how meaningful places can evolve

out of this personal and dialectical understanding.

Specific elements of architecture were chosen for

inquiry so as to stimulate some beginning vocab-

ulary of participatory fabric, as well as to encourage

an exploratory atmosphere and way of working.

Since time was short and places for local observation

so impoverished, weekly readings and presentations

introduced a variety of environments strong in

participatory competence.

Window or Door as a Toy
The initial project was to design a threshold which

offers some of the intricate modulation and happy

encounter of a toy I wanted to begin with an

especially familiar kind of creative involvement

that might draw the students out of their normal-

ized imaginations and their repressive inhibitions

about enjoying architecture. The latent impulse to

make and play with responsive things such as toys

had fortunately not yet been atrophied, and pro-

vided a way to reactivate the self-curative process

of innovative experience.



Layered screens. Rotating doors contain teles-

coping panels, combining to allow many different

filtrations of ligfit and shaping of space at window's

edge. Floor trays extend from mezzanine to outer

wall to isolate levels and form window seats. (Maria

Rafac)

Rotating glass cubes. Window cubes witfi trans-

parent, translucent, and mirrored faces can be spun

to establish privacy or extend views. (Carolyn Amft)

Adjustable bay window. Spatial node lying both

inside and outside, with overlapping panels of

colored and translucent glass that slide vertically

above window seats. (Linda Schafehen)



Rainbow window. Fan-shaped array of colored

glass opens and closes to adjust colored light in

window alcove, and throws sunbeams onto adjust-

able translucent screen. (Kwan Kim)

Metamorphic wooden shutters. Combinations

of small shutters inside large shutters, frames that

rotate both individually and collectively, and hinged

elements that allow vertical as well as horizontal

adjustments. (Haysam Darawan)

Quite appropriately, the threshold study worked

as an entry into the course. Projects explored how

to structure doors and windows which can be

manipulated to shape and enliven space. Instead

of dull and purely quantitative effects, offering only

a meager utilitarian influence, properties of light

and color as well as a variety of evocative parts

were incorporated so that the basic character or

atmosphere of a space might be transformable.

Moving elements were made manually engaging

and operable, rather than automated and thereby

alienated from direct human contact and influence.

To further enliven and celebrate the metamor-

phoses, moving parts were endowed with playful

and eventful choreographies, and in some cases

with a puzzle-like discovery of movements.

The doors and windows actually became little toys

in their own right as well as simulating larger ones,

since they were studied entirely in model form at

a scale large enough to experiment with their

kinetic phenomena, most at 1' = !'. The construc-

tions included many little moving parts such as

panels and screens, tiny hinges and wheels, gears

and wires, and the added welcome of color

Realm of Repression

The second project investigated the antithesis of

creative participation, in order to clarify the issue

by polarity and set it into a wider perspective. We
reflected upon the ways an absence of creative

interaction with the environment destroys human

aliveness and personal identity, debasing people

and rendering them creatively passive, even if busy,

productive, comfortable, and satiated.

If the first project was marked by a recollection of

childhood memories and interplay, this phase

aroused a certain amount of cynicism and anger.

Students found that they were quite experienced

in the phenomena of environmental repression, and

were even surrounded by it day after day, usually

to the extent of modernity in their buildings. The

design projects mirrored much of what they dis-

covered in their own immediate community. This

vocabulary of coercion and domination included

redundant elements, anonymous spaces, hierar-

chies, cellular patterns, paths for mechanical move-

ment, and so forth.

While I had expected this exercise to be liberating,

with a bit of parody and caricature, there was a

momentary letdown in the class. Students found it

difficult to "waste" material and time on projects

which could not be merchandized in their port-

folios. And there was a vague sense of depression

and malaise induced by the suggestion that so

many heroes and buildings of emulation were



Rainbow window. Fan-

shaped array of colored glass

opens and closes to adjust

colored light in window al-

cove, and throws sunbeams

onto adjustable translucent

screen. (Kwan Kim)

Waterside stair Steps

for variable gathering and

climbing, with different ori-

entations, zones, and di-

mensions. (Steven Ejnik)

perhaps dehumanizing, as was the daily

mental life of each student. A temporary implosion

set in, and it took weeks to reestablish foundations

for working in unfamiliar relativistic ways. I think

it was at this point that several students accused

the teacher of "forcing" them to experience and

formulate architecture as interactive and engaging.

Thus the very basis of a self-creative process, both

of each student personally and the experiential

competence of their projects, was briefly threatened

by fears of that freedom.

Interpretive Stair

The third introductory phase returned to more

optimistic ground, and was probably the most

enthusiastically received of all preliminary projects.

The exercise was to design a stair in which choices

for movement and repose were built-in and plur-

alistic. This study was meant to illuminate the way

interplay can be interpretive rather than instru-

mental (in contrast to the first project), and to see

how space can be formed into multivalent config-

urations able to sustain a variety of changing

involvements.

Projects ranged from small domestic staircases to

large urban flights of steps. A number of different

aspects of pluralism pertinent to the stair were

discussed. The climb itself was examined as a

movement which can be creative to the extent of

choices about how to climb and about what to

experience along the climb. Stairs incorporated

different kinds of challenges and routes. In order

to expand the interpretability of the stair as a place

in its own right, a room or series of rooms on an

incline, some students considered how to make the

stair "double" its roles through gathering or resting

places in midair, laced sometimes with landings or

other times with bookcases. Variability of interpre-

tation was also studied by endowing the stair with

a competence as furniture. Thus treads were in

some cases extended beyond circulation to form

sitting zones and alcoves, integrated with platforms

and bookshelves, or shaped beneath into cabinets

or small rooms.



Garden stair. Blocklike combinations of plu-

ral routes, with both direct and meandering climbs,

easy and challenging ways, and contrasts of zones

for either circulation or lounging. (David Coady)

Cantilevered stair Composition of volumet-

ric treads invites different ways to climb or sit,

with a hollowing beneath into a small room

inside-the-stair as well as hollowed treads for

storage. (Shawn Donovan)



Stair of planes. Struc-

ture with Constructivist and

De Stijl forms, whose treacb

are parts of larger inter

seating planes — the stept

extending into platforms

furniture, and bookshelves

(Roy Robinson)

Staired fountain. Un-

predictable steps through

water and carved chasm,

with cascading channels and

variety of landings and
ledges upon which to rest.

(Beth Cuse)



Entrance stair. Ter-

raced landings of contrast-

ing directions, seats, and al-

coves to expand the in-

between life of a stoop.

(Scott Newton)

Field of Choice

The major project of the semester was intended to

draw upon and be informed by insights attained

in the eadier exercises, but to now synthesize a

variety of participatory quahties into a habitable

building with many functional activities. While

transformable elements and multivalent stairs reap-

peared in many projects, and occasionally became

major themes, the stress was now upon making

rich spatial ensembles able to sustain a variety of

everyday environmental choices through the day

Most projects took the form of houses. This frame-

work permitted the study of creative participation

in a wide range of fundamental and familiar

activities— gathering, meditating, cooking, eating,

bathing, sleeping, working, strolling, and so forth.

Also the house as a setting minimized the functional

problem-solving which would have arisen with

more technically complex programs, and so set

free the students for more imaginative placemaking

with their newfound and fledging vocabulary

In order to emphasize the need for interaction in

more public and institutionalized environments,

and to stress that the house was only a paradigm

carrying far broader environmental implications.

the "outside" as well as "inside" of each dwelling

was developed into a participatory realm. Projects

were studied as open fields of space and opportu-

nity rather than as autonomous objects with an

introverted interior. Urban buildings brought some

creative leeway to the street and often carried the

public domain into and through the private spaces,

while rural buildings were endowed with a rich

periphery of indeterminate and participatory land-

scape.

More than a little repressive form remained in the

buildings, but this was openly discussed and re-

flected the reality that creative living must be

supported by a certain amount of mechanical and

animal existence. True participation means being

together as well as free; what is crucial is the

availability and scope of interactive opportunities

rather than its purity or completeness. And as in

all experiments there were failures, but most proj-

ects ventured into risky and daring configurative

proposals for what a humanly activating and lib-

erating architecture might be like. As the projects

crystallized toward semester's end, many life-giving

traces and fragments blossomed against a back-

ground of still enervating economy and style.



House of layers. Fragmentary axes and recurring figures bring a sense of adventure to human

movements. Enwrapped spatial kernels and peripheral pavilions to discover Incomplete forms

evoke imaginative completion in the mind's eye. Stream cuts through and erodes outdoor terraces,

with seasonal level changes transforming this outer floor (Deana Dix)



Home for a toy designer. Visually accessible design and display spaces to reveal the creation

of toys. Buildings and park of toy-like structures — a miniature village of assembled "blocks" with

public porticoes, pavilions, gardens, and stairs. Manifests the childhood enchantment with loco-

motives and railways by observation terraces and a gateway for train arrivals and departures. (Roy

Robinson)
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Dwelling inside an urban stair. Building for creative movements — an episodic

hallway inside, and a variegated public stair-roof outside with landings, window seats, lampposts,

trees, channels of running water, and sections both sheltered and under the sky. Interior of half-

rooms open to each other (Reza Hadaegh)



Urban Nexus. House edges deepened and opened to integrate dwelling and street, and form

range of half-open triangulated spaces. Dwelling undercut to form a bus shelter and eroded laterally

into porches and roof terraces. (Scott Newton)



Skeletal house. Spaces that grow out of and reconcile two intersecting grid patterns of trees.

Deep intermediate realm of semi-enclosed spaces — roof gardens, open pavilions, and outdoor

rooms— for indeterminate occupation of space that varies qualitatively and seasonally. (David

Coady)



The Interplay of Open Spaces
and Buildings

Robert Mugerauer The Belonging-Together of Open and Built Spaces

Broadly, open space shapes the built environment:

in its basic dynamic thrust "against" buildings,

open space helps to define them, to distinguish

them from each other, and also to shape an overall

pattern by joining or connecting the buildings with

each other and by effecting transitions among them.

Further (together with the built-in), the specific

shaping actions of open space elaborate the city's

overall patterns of spatial order and rhythms of

movement. Accordingly, open spaces are positive

aspects in a city and a dynamic formative dimen-

sion — at least when successful.

the entire city to that environment, thus establish-

ing the overall pattern of the city in the larger

ground of the regional landscape.

Consider, then, formally and experientially, the

interplay of open space and buildings across a

range of modes and scales: 1) the basic interplay

in regard to fundamental form at the macro-scale

(e.g., building shape or contour); 2) that interplay

at the micro-scale (patterned detail); and 3) the

more subtle and elaborated interplay in regard to

individual building elements, from building surface

to details such as windows and stairs.^

1. Apartment Building, Zu-

rich

Once, buildings intimately and unselfconsciously

(though still deliberately) belonged together with

open spaces — think of Greek temples sited in

relation to the heavens and surrounding landscape

and allowing sky to enter between columns. Or,

consider the early houses in Texas with their "dog-

trots" which allowed breeze and light to enter

between and into the two adjacent, enclosed sec-

tions. Now, the interplay of open and closed has

become more selfconscious and is sometimes ig-

nored; still, it often is serious and rich.

The interplay between open space and building

witnesses their mutual shaping and the interesting

complexity of shifting figure and ground in the

overall pattern — gestalt — of the city' We place

buildings in open spaces, then put open spaces into

buildings. (Fig. 1) We see the interplay in countless

ways: in the indented facades of buildings, in roof-

top gardens on buildings, in openings into and

even through buildings. Within marvelous open

spaces such as parks, we construct miniature build-

ings: temples, grottoes, pagodas, and tree houses.

(Fig. 2) Back and forth, the open and built-in

enrich each other. The interplay not only helps

constitute the continuity and congruence of the

whole, but since open urban space opens to the

outside natural environment, the interplay connects

Fundamental Building Form and Open Space

In a city, the buildings and open spaces bear on

one another's character and meaning. Technically,

we could say they include each other in their

connotation — as words in a poem contextually

inform one another and generate the meaning of

the whole. For example, the buildings and open



2. Beer Garden in the En-

glish Gardens, Munich

3. Thanks-Giving Tower,

Dallas

spaces continue, modify, and echo each other.

Form as large-scale shape. On a large scale, the

exterior form of an entire building, which appears

as the outer shape or contour, may interplay with

the surrounding open space. (Fig. 3) This may be

most striking in instances of protruding features

(those extending beyond what would be the surface

of the basic solid volume of the building) which

obviously have an active dynamic with the outside.

The multiple towers of cathedrals and, more mod-

estly, the Smithsonian Institution, for example,

thrust interestingly into the sky, together playfully

displace open space, and simultaneously call the

surrounding open space to enter between them.

(Fig. 4)

The mutual interactioifand completion of the open

and closed are essential to all building, as may be

seen if we consider the quieter cases of indented

(concave) openings: here, open space does complete

the regular volume suggested by the building's

surface. (Fig. 5) This filling-in enables the new

Library and City Hall in Dallas to be both inter-

esting and stable — individually and as a facing

pair. (Figs. 6 and 7) In such cases, rather than the

mere juxtaposition of seemingly "solid" and "stolid"

volumes of stone and of air, we find the dynamic

participation of each dimension in the definition

of the other.

In general, the indented or protruding building

surfaces require or engage the surrounding open

space for their completion in the figure-ground

relationship at work in the formation of a com-

pleted gestalt; consequently, such building "irreg-

ularities" are an especially obvious manifestation

of the way the built-in and the open are brought

and held together in a mutual and simultaneous

relation of given-togetherness.

Because of the density of possibility that accrues



4. Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C.

5. Neighborhood Church,

West Berlin

6. Dallas Public Library

7. Dallas City Hall

within the unified relationship, the interplay allows

much more complex urban life and experience

than is possible with the simpler juxtaposition of

"solid" volumes of space and solid surfaces meeting,

for example, in planes. The cultivated interplay is

much denser in the context of the whole set of

interrelationships operative among the open space,

the congruent natural environment, and the built-

in. The resulting building character thus is richer

and more varied; the built environment becomes

more heterogeneous, open to a variety of styles —
where each style is a way of weaving together a

unity out of open space and the solid.

When and how such interaction is successful and

when it fails is, of course, a major concern for

design. It appears that one reason for the popular

response to many post-modern buildings lies in the

more complex interplay of building and open space,

which requires increased participation on our part,

as we visually and imaginatively accomplish the

completion of the gestalt; as a result, many find

such buildings more engaging and interesting than

the "boxes" they seek to replace. (Fig. 8) And, our

fondness for crenelation may be due to its balance

of open and built, to the harmony of difference

and completeness. In any case, in light of the

phenomenological and gestalt description of the

architectural experience, we can say that bad design

occurs at the poles of a spectrum of completeness.

That is, design in which the built-in is overly

determined or too complete renders the building

too autonomous and does not allow for any other

dimension or participation; the same effect results

from design which cannot be completed because

it is too chaotic, contradictory, and inconsistent, or

provides false clues (a space to sit with spikes on

top). (Despite what Robert Venturi says in Com-

plexity and Contradiction in Architecture, there

is all the difference between complexity on the

way to intelligible and experiential completion in

unity and the opposite, contradiction which blocks

such coherent pattern and sequence.)

We also encounter the phenomenon of interplay

in the case of buildings raised up off the ground,

allowing open space beneath them as well as around

and above, as in the Minneapolis Federal Reserve

Building and, more ordinarily, in parking garages.

(Fig. 9) Here the open space around the building

continues under and into it; open space is invited

in and through the building. Of course, this is not

a rote formula; in a given, concrete case it may

be problematic whether the interplay of mutual

relation of built-in and open has been achieved or

whether the result is an assertion of the hermetic

character of the built-in. A determining element,

for example, would be the mode of actual access.



8. Post-Modern Dwelling,

Kreuzberg, West Berlin

9. Underground Parking

Garage, Zurich

10. IB. A. Bedeveloped

Courtyard, Kreuzberg, West

Berlin

11. Courtyard, One Main

Place, Dallas

as in the ambivalent Pennzoil Place building in

Houston by Philip Johnson, or in the case of the

apparent failure of Rochester's Civic Plaza, or in

the Hirshhorn Museum in Washington.

Clearly more than a formal unity, these architec-

tural combinations of protruding and indented

spaces (regardless of which is open and which built

in) which form completed wholes provide the site

for our experience and use of buildings: we may

look out across or enter into their complex of

enclosure and opening. (Fig. 10) The course of

most of our building and living amidst buildings

unfolds in such sites, within this dynamic. Com-

monly, a courtyard enclosed by three or even four

sides of a building allows the surrounding open

atmosphere to envelop or embrace the built surface

and to function as an element of the building's

overall fabric. The open space in the midst of the

built surfaces both separates the opposite walls and

also relates them with a more complex set of

possibilities. (Fig. 11) The varied conditions of

light, temperature, wind, sound, and so on do not

so much run up against the surface of the building.

as they enter into and, once admitted, become part

of the built environment in which we participate.

Thus, open space and building together constitute

the built environment in the fullest sense.

Form in patterned detail. A building's detailed

patterns, constituted by the disposition of the smaller

facets such as the windows and the roof lines, can

respond to the surrounding open area and even

the outside regional landscape in a variety of

imaginative ways. For example, this happens when

the gridded sides of buildings in Chicago respond

to the surrounding gridded streets and, finally, echo

the regularly-gridded fields in the agricultural land-

scape of the region beyond the city' (Fig. 12)

On an even smaller scale, elements or details on

the surfaces of buildings often continue the inter-

play: chinks, holes, and crannies beckon space in

and echo it out. (Fig. 13) For example, fairly

common features are high relief ornamentation,

indented brick patterning, exterior metal work,

and space left open under external stairs.



12. Carson Pirie Scott Store,

Chicago

13. Nicolet Mall, Milwau-

kee
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On an intermediate scale, note how the flat, shelf-

like character of some of Frank Lloyd Wright's

buildings obviously depend on and sustain the

relation of architectural and natural planes and

common surface, as in the case of responsive

variations on the theme of shelf rock. As Arnheim

observes, Wright also weaves open space into the

fabric of his buildings by arranging the buildings'

openings as extensions of the surrounding open

space.

^

Open spaces inside buildings. Amazing variations

on the relation of built form and open urban space

occur in the case of huge buildings which contain

open interior spaces so large as to come very close

to being open spaces. (Fig. 14) This effect was

intentional in such buildings as Hagia Sophia and

medieval cathedrals, and is today achieved by

commercial buildings such as Dallas's Info-Mart,

Milwaukee's Nicolet Mall, or Minneapolis's IDS

Building. It is even common in the ubiquitous

Hyatt Regency Hotels with their interior, open

cores filled with foliage, rocks, and streams.

The enclosed, large "open space" is often reinforced

by and placed in regard to the surrounding grounds,

as in the plaza and market space around the outside

of the medieval cathedral, or in the ground floors,

hanging gardens, and exterior landscaping of the

Hyatts. Further, in the case of the cathedrals, the

entire thrust of the building and its use of windows

and light release the aspiration of the inner space

to merge with the outside space of sky and, finally.

the cosmic space of th^ "heavens." Here the inner

and outer open spaces are connected and mediated

by the building, which appears as a directional

envelope— symbolically and physically.

Obviously, these are very sophisticated pulsings:

open space structures the building itself from both

within and without; the structure shapes a complex

interior open area and also mediates the two very

different sorts of open space. Again, this helps show

us the ways in which both urban open space and

buildings, in the ordinary sense, are built environ-

ment.

Specific Building Elements and Open Space

The relation of building form and open space has

brought us to the interface of building surface and

the open. Now that we have moved in closer while

looking at the phenomenon, we need to consider

the interplay in the smaller scale area of specific

building elements.

Building surface. Considered not in terms of its

overall pattern, but instead in its more intrinsic

character, the solid surface itself commonly takes

up and develops a building's complex interplay

with the surrounding open space. (Fig. 15) Think

of how a building may echo the outside world

through the facade's materials, where the stone

may be the same as in the surrounding natural

environment or a nearby plaza; the color of the

building's exterior may echo the dominant color

of the prevailing oceanside gray sky, or the sur-
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Bauhaus Museum, West

Berlin

rounding water or mountains or desert, as natural

adobe replicates the earth and, whitewashed, mir-

rors the sun and light. The same is true for the

roofing material, which also, in more subtle ways,

can play variations on the local relation of earth

to sky in the use of tiles (which are water and

earth combined into sheltering material).

The surface of the building is a boundary between

the open and the built-in. (Fig. 16) The surface

mediates between inside and outside, a phenom-

enon most striking in common glass, though also

present in the elements treated above. In fact, most

ordinary play between the space inside a building

and the open space around it comes through

windows, which, when open, join spaces directly,

and, when closed, reflect the sky to the outside

and give a view of the open space to those inside,

joining spaces in a somewhat less basic, or direct,

manner.

The character of windows, though, is no simple

matter. We suppose that windows open out and

let sunlight and warmth and wind in: a basic

14. Nicolet Mall, Milwau-

kee

15. Taliesin West

interconnection. In an ordinary way, then, glass

windows serve to connect inner and outer space,

enclosed and open space. But, the apparent relation

yields an interesting question: whether, in fact,

glass separates or joins. How does glass both bring

together and keep apart? That ambiguity, after all,

is one of glass's basic, splendid characteristics.

Do all glass buildings*tnanage to be really open or

are they closed off? The situation is inseparable

from the larger, strange paradox of the simultaneous

belonging and separation inherent in consciousness

and perception. It also relates to the fundamental

importance which vision and light have in Western

culture. It is not at all clear that what seems to be

a visual opening entails a genuine opening. Indeed,

the opposite may be the case, since in looking

through a window, we turn the outside into an

object for the viewing, a subject to be perceived,

rather than considering the outside as something

we belong within and with which we genuinely

participate. We acknowledge this in our responses

to glass buildings hermetically sealed off from the

climate, which alienate us from the season's weather

and rhythms and from fresh air, smells, and so on.

How different this is from a screened porch, from

a rooftop, and from a variety of truely open(able)

buildings. One interesting treatment of this phe-

nomenon is found in Christopher Alexander's Pat-

tern Language.^

Individual elements. We can describe yet another

dimension of the way open spaces in, about, and



17. I.B.A. Courtyard Ren-

ovation, Kreuzberg, West

Berlin

18. Downtown, Dallas

19. Dwelling, Black Forest,

West Germany

of buildings (.ontiiiue the rich interplay and pos-

sibilities of the built-in and the open: columns,

porches, terraces, steps and railings, balconies, win-

dow ledges and even window sills, fire escapes,

open doors and vestibules, covered walkways or

arcades — all these offer a rich "maze" of open

space in which to move physically and imagina-

tively and conduct our affairs. (Fig. 17) Each of

these elements, in its own way, connects the inside

and outside, the built surface with the open, the

experience of the occupants and users with the

complex to and fro of the overall spatial interplay.

Roofs and canopies and overhangs above openings

offer shelter from rain and snow, heat and cold

wind, and also interact with the surrounding open

space. That we recognize this relationship and

cultivate it is seen in the special, marked attention

which we give to their ornamentation.

Balconies are flat voids opening out to and contin-

uing, high above ground level, the surrounding

open space. (Fig. 18) They not only repeat, on a

built structure, the outside opening, but mediate

the outside opening and the building, especially

since balconies open into rooms through doors.

That is, they are transitions between inner enclosed

and outer open space. Terraces do much the same

thing while remaining connected to the ground;

they extend the building into the open area and

conduct the open area to, almost into, buildings.

Some terraces and "decks" also open downward

to the earth, through open-pattern paving material

or slotted planking — paving or flooring which

leave earth open to sky through their openings.

The deck becomes not so much a filter as a

conductor in the midst of open space (which itself

also is laterally bound to its building). Similar

opening and interplay is found in porches and fire

escapes which function, at least in some seasons

and places, almost as much as part of the yard as

part of the house, allowing people to socialize, eat,

and sleep in the open, or in semi-enclosed space.

Experientially, we find that these particular ele-

ments either block or encourage our participation;

they form an interstice between open and built-in

space. Think of the instances where our bodies are

(or are not) drawn to and held in a niche or on a

ledge, thus locating us at the focal point of formal

and experiential completion (via sights, sounds,

smells, temperature, and so on). (Fig. 19) Call to

mind cases where the order (or disorder) of the

windows and bays of an office building's facade

allows (or frustrates) our imaginative reading and

completion of the architecture.

Formally, between building and open space, these

detailed elements enable both the built-in and the

open to appear as they are. It is by engaging each

dimension and then holding it distinct that both

dimensions can remain what they are. At the same

time, by remaining in between the built-in and

the open, window and balcony, stair and porch

gather the open and the built together, thus pro-

viding a site in which to mutually interact and
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dynamically shape each other while also strength-

ening and manifesting their own characters. Finally,

these things, window sills and terraces, sustain the

interplay which they summon. They sustain the

dynamic by providing the occasion and place for

it to unfold.

Notes

I For a general treatment of the topic of gestalt

and dynamic pattern, see Rudolf Arnheim, The

Dynamics of Architectural Form (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1977).

20. Arcade, 6th Street, Aus-

tin, Texas

But, the interplay is not only fundamental to

building and open space as they unfold in their

possibilities, but also to us, since we depend on the

emergence of a dwelling place through their in-

terplay. Consequently, it is not surprising that the

detailed elements such as railing, arcade, and bal-

cony are given so much attention and such elab-

oration. (Fig. 20) In their flowering a site is made

for building and open space to play; in that site

and play a place is made for us to inhabit. In short:

in the gathering and holding open which occurs,

building, open space, and human life naturally and

essentially linger.

2 An adequate formal description of the interplay

of open space and the built-in is, at the same

time, a description of the participation of hu-

man beings in the built environment. Whether

we focus on the formal or experiential dimen-

sions of the interplay is a matter of rhetorical

point and emphasis, emphasis on the pattern

seen in stasis or of sequence seen in movement,

respectively (see Northrop Frye, Anatomy of

Criticism, New York: Atheneum, 1965, p. 83).

In either case, we seek the gestalt: formally as

the dynamic unity or balance of the complex

and contrasting dimensions; experientially as

the ordering and completion of dynamic di-

mensions, for example, where human eye, body,

and imagination participate in the vectors of

open and closed space, of shadow and light,

heat and cold, or regular and irregular forms.

3 Cf. Christian Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci (New

York: Rizzoli, 1979).

4 Arnheim, Dynamics, p. 227.

.5 Pattern Language (New York: Oxford Univer-

sity Press, 1977), especially p. 1105ff.

Conclusion

It is obvious that open space and the built-in or

closed belong together. This "belonging" goes far

beyond any mere decoration or optional enrich-

ment of one by the other. Without open urban

space there is no significantly or successfully formed

building; so too, of course, open space is shaped

by means of and in contrast to the built-in. The

two, in other words, mutually shape each other in

their dynamic interplay. In their interplay, open

space and building not only help delineate each

other but are able to come into their own. The

way they are joined together, across a range of

modes and scales, enriches the spatial and symbolic

relation, adding depth to the overall pattern.

All photographs by Robert Mugerauer

Finally, it is the reality manifest by the interplay

of the built-in and open space which provides the

possibility for and the site of the interstial experi-

ence we have of the city Put another way: in

together shaping themselves into a total structure,

open space and the built-in constitute the city

Together, they are the city as a built place.



Charleston and Savannah
Discovery by Comparison

Neil Sheehan Charleston, South CaroUna, and Savannah, Geor-

gia, were estabUshed at their present locations

within 50 years of each other. The colonists at

Charleston moved their settlement from Albemarle

Point across the Ashley River to Oyster Point

between the Ashley and Cooper Rivers in 1680.

Savannah was established in 1733 by James Og-

lethorpe and some forty families atop Yamacraw

Bluff on the Savannah River ten miles inland from

the Atlantic. This coastline, between Virginia and

Spanish territory in Florida, offered poor deep

water access for shipping. Charleston and Savannah

were sited as two of the few good locations for

deep water shipping access and so were destined

to become important ports. Both cities were isolated

from the northern colonies by distance and by the

rough seas around Cape Fear; both maintained

close ties with England. The two cities were given

form by a common body of factors. There is an

important difference between them however. While

both cities were to have been laid out on clear

plans, Oglethorpe's plan for Savannah was partic-

ularly effective in its conception and so survived

one hundred years of growth.

It is the purpose of the present study to identify

the historic forces which have given form to the

cities of Charleston and Savannah. Form in this

sense is embodied in the distribution of buildings

throughout the city, and in their scale and density.

Form is found in the organization of those buildings

around streets and walkways and in the width and

length of those routes. It is found in the hierarchic

organization of buildings and in specific architec-

tural forms and materials. Form is found in the

distribution and scale of open spaces and in the

type and scale of planting in those spaces. While

Charleston and Savannah share common histories,

their forms on these bases are very different.

The forces which defined the two cities may be

categorized as social organization, conception, and

economic history.

Social factors of importance were collective goals,

government, defense, and heritage. Collective goals

are the initial intentions which led to the estab-

lishment of the colony and city. These goals pro-

vided settlers with a reason to uproot themselves

and colonize the New World. They defined the

expectations those colonists had for their experience

of the New World. Government was the means by

which society was organized in each city. This goes

beyond formal government as established by charter

or constitution to include the more informal social

structure of each city. Defense describes the con-

dition of each city as the southern-most outpost of

English territory in dispute with the Spanish, with

Indians, and with the French. The need for defense

caused walls and embankments to be built and

rebuilt as the cities grew, and led to social orga-

nizations structured on the basis of a military

hierarchy. Heritage is the cultural background col-

onists brought with them. This determined their

expectations for the forms of their cities and build-

ings. As successive migrations passed through each

city varied cultural elements were added to their

fabric.

Conception may be described as planning, land

ownership, building hierarchy, and topography.

Planning is the organizational scheme outlined for

the laying out of either city It is the means by

which land was dispersed to the colonists and to

the public trust. How that land was to be owned

is an essential element in these schemes. Hierarchy

is the distribution of public to private land and the

means by which public buildings were distributed

throughout the city, and topography is the effect

land form had on the realization of planning.

Economic history describes the cycles of prosperity

and decline that both cities shared. Growth was

not steady for either city. The present fabric found



Charleston, South CaroHna

Lodge House

350 Meeting Street

1790-1797 architect, Gabriel

Manigoult



Savannah, Georgia

Anson Ward

Richards-Owens-Thomas

House

1816-19

architect, William Jay

in the cities is the result of periods of prosperity

and reflects the styles prevalent during those pe-

riods. Likewise, during periods of decline few

buildings were built and so those historic periods

are not represented in the fabric of the cities today.

Decline was also catastrophic. Fires and an earth-

quake in 1889 destroyed entire neighborhoods in

both cities, leaving room for subsequent rebuilding.

Social Forces

Charleston and Savannah were founded for similar

reasons but with very different intentions. This has

left a legacy of purpose which has had a profound

effect on the form of both cities. The colony of

Carolina was established by a charter granted to

the Lords Proprietors by Charles II in 1663. The

first colonists arrived in Carolina seven years later

in 1670. They were attracted to the New World

by the promise of land and religious freedom. The

men who went were seeking wealth in the New
World. The Proprietors saw their colony as a

resource to develop; though it required a substantial

investment they expected a substantial return. This

expectation on the part of the Proprietors led them

to institute a governmental system which could

assure them of complete control over their resource.

In drawing up their "Fundamental Constitutions"

with the help of John Locke, the Lords Proprietors

were careful not to "erect a numerous democracy."

Their document established a landed aristocracy

of margraves and cassiques. The principle land

holdings, titles, and so governmental control were

to be given to the proprietors. As these men had

little interest in ruling their colony in person their

agents were sent to act in their stead. This resulted

in a government by proxy for the colony which

was in no way responsive to its immediate needs.

The government of the colony was generally inef-

fective; individual land owners were given free

rein to assemble and develop land holdings as it

suited them. This initial conception of government

by aristocracy allowed wealthy planters to supplant

the margraves and cassiques as a true aristocracy

which held sway in some form well into the

twentieth century.

The Fundamental Constitutions defined the pro-

visions of land ownership as a part of the definition

of the colonial government. The colony was to be

divided into counties of 480,000 acres; each county

was to be divided into forty 12,000 acre tracts.

Each of the eight proprietors was to receive one

12,000 acre tract in each of the counties. In each

county one landgrave was to receive four 12,000

acre tracts and two cassiques were to receive two

12,000 acre tracts. In each county sixteen tracts

were assigned to the nobility. The remaining twenty-

four 12,000 acre tracts were assigned to the public.

This land was to be granted by deed with requisite

rents of 1 d. per acre per year. The first rent

payments were to be due in 1689. They were not

collected.

Defensive walls were built around Charleston in

1704 around the old town area, in 1780 along

Charlotte and Vanderhorst Streets, and in 1812



Savannah, Georgia

Derby Ward

Citizens and Southern Bank

erly 20th C.

along Line Street. With the exception of those built

in 1704 they were limited in extent and have had

little effect on the subsequent form of the city. The

initial walls surrounded the old town area between

Meeting Street and the Cooper River dock areas.

This wall bisected the square which was to be at

the intersection of Meeting and Broad Streets. It

is of note that it has had no effect on the eventual

realization of the Grande Modell nor has it affected

the street width along which it was built. Charleston

was intended to defend the southern edge of the

American English colonies, but it was poorly es-

tabjished to do so. The city was not a center in

and of itself; rather it served as a social center for

a dispersed population on the surrounding plan-

tations. As a result the city was poorly formed to

have a strong military organization. Military ex-

cursions from the colony were sporadic but not

ineffective. The role of the colony and city as

defensive centers has had little effect on the form

of the city.

The initial settlers of South Carolina and Charleston

brought with them a varied heritage. The colony

was initially established from among wealthy plant-

ers in Barbados. These men were to be the petty

aristocracy who were to receive the largest land

holdings and rule the colony In addition, with the

revocation of the Edict of Nantes by Louis XIV in

1685 a considerable number of French Huguenots

fled France and sought religious freedom in the

colony Indeed the prospect of religious freedom

was used by the Lords Proprietors as a promotional

device to encourage settlement.

Defense did not play the role in the formation of

Charleston that it was to play in the formation of

Savannah. The colony was initially established, if

only in small part, as a means of shoring up English

interests along their southern flank against the

Spanish. The colony was not established as a de-

fensive position Further, defense played little role

in the social organization of the colony nor did it

have much effect on the form of the city of

Charleston. The population of the colony was

widely dispersed so there was little need for cen-

tralized fortifications. The old town area of Charles-

ton was surrounded by walls in 1704 but there is

no legacy of those walls. Defense centered instead

around proposals for the establishment of a string

of forts to act as a defensive line. The principle

defensive concern was for protection of settled land

from Indian raids. Forts were to act as garrisons

between which troops would patrol. In 1720 John

Barnwell was sent from Charleston to London to

present to the royal Board of Trade a proposal for

the defense of the colony. He proposed that the

crown build a garrison of a ring of forts from the

mouth of the Altamaha River into Cherokee coun-

try on the Tennessee River. He further suggested

that settlements be developed along the Savannah

and Altamaha Rivers as a means of furthering

English influence into areas under Spanish influ-

ence. Little came of his proposals though the

subsequent willingness to develop the colony of

Georgia was perhaps fruit of seeds planted in

Barnwell's visit.
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Jasper Ward
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Heathcote Ward
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1820
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United States Customs House
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architect, J. S. Norris
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P^ Savannah, Georgia

-"^"l Brown Ward
•^ Independent Presbyterian Church

1891

architect, John Holden Greene

Savannah, Georgia

New Franklin Ward

William Taylor Warehouses

1816 ir 1841

Savannah, Georgia

New Franklin Ward

Savannah Waterfront
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Wesley Ward
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early 20th C.
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architect, Gabriel Manigault
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architect, Joseph Aiken
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Meeting Street
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Charleston, South Carolina

Heyward House

87 Church Street

c. 1750

garden restored 1984

Charleston, South Carolina

Heyward House

87 Church Street

c. 1750
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The Pink House

17 Chalmers Street

late 18th C.



Charleston, South Carolina

St. Philip's Church

146 Church Street

interior, 1920

architect, Simons and Lapham

Charleston, South Carolina

Church Street

view north to St. Philip's

1835

architect, Joseph Hyde

steeple, E. Brickel White

Charleston, South Carolina

Miles Brewton House

Carriage House

c. 1765, altered c. 1840
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27 State Street

late 18th C.
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Charleston, South Carolina

45-47 Broad Street

late 19th C.
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A Critical Afterthought:

Participation in Design

Participation is a legacy of the sixties. Its current

popularity does not, however, mean that we are

still saddled with ideological baggage from a time

when social unrest appeared to be the norm and

pronounced change the declared objective. It only

means that participation has proven to be adaptable

to quite different circumstances and capable of

shedding ideological connotations out of line with

current belief systems. One could even argue that

participation has been used to undermine previ-

ously held political beliefs. Another reason why

participation has become mainstream could be its

affinity with pluralism. The latter was for a brief

while eyed suspiciously, considered as social fer-

ment and a destabiizing factor; now, pluralism co-

exists comfortably and actually forms a paradoxical

alliance with the presently reigning conservatism.

Right from its inception, participation has affected

the manner in which architecture is practiced, and

it has since then been able to increase its influence

on the profession, especially the moment behav-

ioralism became the new watchword. Should we

or must we conclude from this development that

the design process is finally being democratized?

This column does not attempt to deal with this

difficult question; instead it will focus on problems

associated with participation in design. Such an

approach could, perhaps, provide a preliminary

answer to the equally important question. Are

democratic procedures compatible with the crea-

tive process? An inquiry into problems is also

warranted by the growing opinion that participa-

tion in design has not been able to produce a better

environment than more conventional manners of

design.

The idea of participation in design rests on the

conviction that an introduction of democracy in

architecture — users determining the outcome of

the design process— would automatically lead to

a more humane environment. There is no doubt

that this idea appeals to one's sense of justice and

fairness, nor is there any reason to believe that the

creation of a more humane environment is an

objective which would not receive full approval.

Nonetheless, the idea of participation in design

appears to be simplistic since it presumes a har-

monious relationship between people and archi-

tecture. It assumes that participation would be the

medium to materialize the schemes that somehow

lie perfect, in a natural state as it were, in the

minds of people, and all that architects need to do

is to focus or fine-tune these schemes as, for instance,

builders did while creating the pre-industrial ver-

nacular. But we no longer live in "arcadian" cir-

cumstances, nor do we still possess a direct rela-

tionship with objects — man, according to

Heidegger, has separated himself from the everyday

world of objects. What we have instead are wishes

determined by consumption behavior. As such,

these wishes are either too far removed from reality

or influenced by cliches rather than by intrinsic

needs. These cliches generated by the manipulative

powers of the advertising complex, which nowadays

holds the monopoly on behavior, can only have

restrictive implications on designs and could ulti-

mately lead to architecture per catalogue.

Unfortunately, the problematics surrounding con-

sumption behavior is not exhausted by this possi-

bility. According to Hannah Arendt, consumer

society is characterized by an ever-growing desire

for goods: hardly ever satisfied with what is avail-

able, society has the tendency to extend its appetite

to things which were not meant for consumption.

Given the fact that the central attitude of consum-

ing all things spells ruin for everything it touches,

the chances that architecture can remain unblem-

ished are slim. Recent attempts to design buildings

as "events" prove this suspicion to be not without

substance. Another characteristic of current society

brought into relief by Arendt needs to be men-

tioned. Our epoch distinguishes itself through a



utilitarian mentality, which is nothing else than the

inability to imagine and to evaluate a thing apart

from its use. This mentality devaluates all objects

of culture, since they will be judged according to

utilitarian standards, that is, transformed into means

devoid of any independent value. It is argued here

that the negative implications of consumption be-

havior and the utilitarian mentality, both of which

are two sides of the same coin, could be reinforced

and not mitigated through participation.

Due to an unreflective acceptance of pluralism, it

is now common to declare "popular" culture equal

to "high" culture. There is no intent here to defend

an elitist position or to dispute the achievements

of popular culture. Yet it appears reasonable to

question the transfer of a political principle —
equahty — to the realm of culture. What will

happen to a society which refuses to evaluate

cultured accomplishments? One gets the nagging

feeling that an inconvenient activity with unpo-

pular results has been circumvented through the

appeal to equality Meanwhile, in the political

realm, it has become painfully obvious that our

pluralistic society is in danger of turning into an

unprincipled society. Taking this into account, and

as first signs indicate, it is not unfounded to predict

the full establishment of a non-constructive cultural

relativism that lacks any transcendental capacity

and trajectory Absence of direction and principles

leads to permissiveness or to an anything-goes

attitude. Unfortunately, architecture is already im-

plicated by this societal trend, as certain devel-

opments attest. One therefore could argue that the

willingness in architecture to uphold principles

would be further weakened by participation and

that the "ugly and ordinary" of the present-day

version of the vernacular would reach normative

status, as Venturi et al. are demanding.

It may sound farfetched to associate the ugly and

ordinary with participation Nevertheless, one has

to bear in mind how decisions are reached in

participatory processes— quite often they are based

on the lowest common denominator. Given the

amazing fact that the teaching of environmental

sensitivity is not part of general education and that

the majority of the population seems not to mind

"the strip" and similar environments, the case for

architecture per consensus appears questionable. It

has been said, indeed, that architecture through

participation would be nothing more than "ple-

biscitary mediocrity" at best, otherwise a collage

of objectionable compromises. Admittedly, com-

promise has become the trademark of modern

political life and has been regarded as an acceptable

price to pay for the functioning of society. But

does this justify adoption in other areas of life? It

seems naive to ask for more democracy in every

aspect of human affairs; after all democracy is only

the least problematic choice, as De Tocqueville

reminds us, of all the alternatives of governing

available to us. Also, the inclination to transfer

political principles to other areas overlooks the

obvious, namely that human activities can differ

in essential ways from each other What is ulti-

mately at stake if participation were to become

the modus operandi in architecture is this: Who

is responsible for the built environment? The task

of architecture has always been to create mean-

ingful space for human habitation. While it is safe

to assume that participation would increase public

concern for the built environment, it could prompt

the profession to sidestep the important but incon-

venient question of responsiblity, with the result

that no one would feel responsible for the outcome

of the building process beyond aspects of liability

and profit. One certainly should not expect devel-

opers and similar "professionals ' to have more than

monetary concerns in mind. Given the present

narcissistic trends in architecture, it appears fair to

say that participation would further obscure the

question of environmental responsibility



It is not argued here that architects should make

their decisions in eHtist isolation, as in the past,

nor that definitions of what constitutes a meaningful

environment should be based on the visions and

value systems of architects alone. But what is argued

is that there exists a substantial difference between

participatory processes and the creative process —
one cannot produce architecture with the ques-

tionnaire. Even while it is certainly necessary to

take public opinion into account, despite the pub-

lic's lack of environmental sophistication, and while

there exists an obligation to investigate needs be-

yond functional parameters (in order to avoid the

fallacy of positivistic programming), this difference

must be upheld lest architects become mere facil-

itators and architecture an additional branch of

the service industry, losing its status as a profession.

The architect cannot turn into a "short-order cook,"

as Charles Moore, one of the main proponents of

participation, has finally come to realize. C. Wright

Mills once said that it is not consciousness which

determines man's existence nor does his existence

determine his consciousness. A level of mediation

takes place between human consciousness and ma-

terial existence, and the arts are a major component

of this level. Between the arts and the everyday

world, between their symbols and human sensitiv-

ity, a reciprocal exchange occurs with the result

that our evaluation of reality, as well as our value

systems, are not so much predicated upon expe-

rience but rather determined by the outcome of

this exchange. Architecture belongs to this media-

tion level, and its purpose is to make human

existence more meaningful. In this sense, partici-

pation can raise consciousness, but the creation of

symbolic content lies outside participatory action.

Democratic processes have their limits.

Johann Albrecht
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